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Export Financing by Cooperatives Through the
Banks for Cooperatives: The Farm Credit Act
Amendments of 1980*
by Allen C. Hoberg**
On December 24, 1980, Congress passed amendments to the "Farm
Credit Act of 1971. ' This was one of the last pieces of legislation of the
Carter Administration, and it allows the banks for cooperatives, under
the supervision of the Farm Credit Administration, to facilitate increased
financing of agricultural cooperatives' exports and imports. The high-
lights of the new amendments are the limited authority for deposits in
foreign banks, the investment authority for obtaining credit information
and facilitating other trade services, authority for fund transfer assistance
and exchange of deposits as part of correspondent bank relations, cur-
rency exchange authority, and authority to make loans and commit-
ments or to provide financial and technical assistance to eligible
cooperatives' trading partners or owned interests. The regulations imple-
menting the amendments allow for the provision of letters of credit, ad-
vances against collections, foreign exchange services, bankers' acceptance
financing, and other international trade financing methods, which, if
properly utilized, could entice even greater foreign demand for U.S. agri-
cultural products and provide cooperatives with alternative sources of
financing trade transactions.
These amendments may have a profound effect on the financing of
export and import transactions by American cooperatives in the near
future. The emphasis of the legislation and regulations, however, is un-
doubtedly on exports. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss these
amendments in light of the flurry of international agricultural trade ac-
tivity preceding and following their passage.
This paper is divided into three parts. The first part is a discussion
* A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Laws, University of North Dakota.
** Assistant Attorney General for North Dakota, Counsel for the Agriculture Department.
B.S. 1972, J.D. 1977, University of North Dakota.
I Farm Credit Act Amendment of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-592, 94 Stat. 3437 (codified as
amended at 12 U.S.C. §§ 2001-2260 (1982)). In text, sections of the amendments will be re-
ferred to by their original 1971 session law section number, followed parenthetically by the 1980
amendment section number. See infra note 65 and accompanying text for the origin of the
legislation.
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of cooperative exports in this country, including methods of exporting,
cooperative participation in the export market, the market for U.S. coop-
eratives, and the expertise necessary to export successfully. The second
part is an analysis of the law. It includes a section by section discussion
of the amendments, statutory interpretation, a review and analysis of the
regulations, and policies and procedures of the agencies, institutions, and
organizations involved. The third part is an examination of some of the
likely effects of the amendments, concentrating on the increased competi-
tion in international export and international export financing activity.
I. Exporting by Cooperatives
A 1976 United States Department of Agriculture publication stated
that the most viable alternative for improving deficiencies in the present
cooperative marketing system was to increase the marketing emphasis on
direct grain exports.2 In direct exporting, the cooperative, through its
employees or foreign-based representatives, deals directly with a foreign
buyer or his foreign-based agent. The commodity is delivered to a point
designated by the buyer (a U.S. loading port or a foreign port of destina-
tion). Direct exporting includes sales made through a U.S. export bro-
ker, a cooperative's foreign sales representative or agent, or a foreign
import broker or agent. The sales can be made to a number of entities,
such as a foreign distributor, a foreign retailer, a foreign end user (raw
products manufacturer), a trading company, or a foreign government
purchasing agency or its agent. 3
Indirect exporting occurs when a cooperative works through an in-
termediary-either another American firm, a U.S.-based agent of a
foreign firm, or an international trading company. The commodity is
delivered to a point designated by the buyer, usually a U.S. loading port.
Indirect exporting includes sales made through a U.S. agent, a U.S. ex-
port management company (acting as seller's export sales department),
or a U.S. export commission agent (representing the buyer). It also in-
cludes sales made to a number of entities, such as a U.S. export merchant
who buys the commodity for resale, an international grain trading com-
pany, a foreign government with its own purchasing office or agent in
the U.S., or a trading company. 4
2 S. Thurston, M. Phillips, J. Haskell, & D. Volkin, Farmer Coop. Serv. Research Report
34, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, Improving the Export Capacity of Grain Cooperatives 70, (1976) therein-
after cited as Improving Export Capabitityl. There are basically two categories of international
sales by co-ops: direct exporting (selling directly to foreign buyers located and doing business in
the consuming areas of the world) or indirect exporting (sales made to another exporter who
makes the direct sale). Id. at 42. Although cooperatives have exported or originated for export
a large percentage of total U.S. grain export sales, cooperative direct export sales represented
only a small proportion of the grains export market. Id
3 D. Hirsch, Econs, Stats., and Coops., Service, Farmer Coop. Research Report 5, U.S.
Dep't of Agriculture, Agricultural Exports by Cooperatives 3 (1979) [hereinafter cited as Agricultural
Exports].
4 Id. at 5-6.
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There may be a fine line between the marketing channels of direct
and indirect exporting. Usually, if the cooperative does not provide the
necessary export marketing expertise in terms of actual administration of
the sale from beginning to end, the sale is an indirect export.5
Most cooperatives rely on their own sales staffs to initiate and com-
plete direct export sales, and to prepare the necessary documentation. In
a number of cases, however, the services of export brokers and freight
forwarders, as well as exclusive sales representatives or sales agents lo-
cated in principal markets, are being used. Sales agents are largely re-
sponsible for making contacts, initiating credit checks and reports, and
arranging the terms of sales. 6 Several co-ops maintain representative of-
fices overseas, and some scll products in bulk to overseas licensees who
process and package them.7
A cooperative may arrange with a selected foreign firm to act as its
overseas representative and to provide a range of specified services. A
cooperative may have several agents, but usually not more than one in
each major foreign market. An overseas representative may serve a coop-
erative merely as a resident salesman or as a foreign import broker with
special ties to the co-op. A representative's services may include estimat-
ing sales costs, locating foreign buyers or brokers, chartering vessels, sur-
veillance of chartered vessel movements, arranging for discharge of grain
at the foreign port and receipt by the buyer, assisting in collection of
payments, accounting for sales expenses, and providing vital market in-
formation. A representative may, in effect, be a cooperative's export
sales department, headquartered in a foreign port.8
A cooperative that can make a delivered export sale, which involves
deliveries to foreign destinations, has greater sales opportunities than a
cooperative that does not have that ability. Delivered export sales, how-
ever, require more expertise and involve greater risks. Although many
co-ops have performed poorly in this aspect of export sales, cooperatives
marketing fresh citrus, dried beans, peas and lentils, and poultry prod-
ucts, sell more than fifty percent of their commodities as delivered direct
exports.9
There are several reasons why cooperatives choose to export indi-
rectly. These reasons include lack of access to export facilities (especially
port facilities), less risk, better price (e.g., when the buyer can make up
profits in other areas or when the buyer has more market information),
economies of size (most co-ops cannot afford market expertise and infor-
mation intelligence systems), lack of expertise, unwillingness of coopera-
5 Id. at 4.
6 Banks for Cooperatives, Farm Credit System, Report of the Banks for Cooperaties Systen
Export Services Study Group 2 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report].
7 Id. at 7.
8 D. Hirsch, Farmer Coop. Serv. Info. Report 104, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, Export Tech-
niques ofGramn Cooperatives 13-14 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Export Techniques].
9 Agrtultural Exports, supra note 3, at 69.
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tives to coordinate, and fear of the unknown.10
A. Cooperative Particpaion
Cooperatives exported agricultural products to approximately 100
countries in 1976.11 These sales, however, were made primarily in estab-
lished foreign markets, and co-ops appear somewhat reluctant to bear
the higher delivery and payment risks of new markets, especially markets
in developing nations.12 In 1976, seventy-three cooperatives in twenty-
three states engaged in direct exporting of agricultural commodities,
13
but nearly all direct exporting was in the hands of eighteen coopera-
tives. 14 In 1980, sixty-three cooperatives reported direct export sales.1
5
Some cooperative exporters depend on export markets for nearly all
of their sales volume. A number are in transitional status in terms of
their ability to export, lacking only in information, familiarity, and cer-
tainty as to timeliness of payment. 16 More cooperatives are involved in
direct fruit exports than in any other commodity, followed by grain ex-
ports and vegetable exports.17
The majority of direct exports by cooperative borrowers from the
banks for cooperatives were destined for Western Europe and Japan, but
co-ops sell to virtually all nations of the world. 18 Markets for co-op di-
rect exports remained about the same from 1976 until 1980. The Euro-
pean Community (EC), Japan, and the rest of Asia are the big markets.
Canada, Latin America, Africa, Oceania, and the rest of Europe are still
small markets for most U.S. co-ops.19
10 Improving Export Capability, supra note 2, at 42, 44. Several co-op managers believe the
direct export alternative is often a less profitable method of trade than indirect export because
of the resource restraints it requires. Reynolds, Substantal Grain Commitment Crucial to Direct Co-op
Exports, Farmer Cooperatives, Jan. 1982, at 4.
11 Agricultural Exports, supra note 3, at 71.
12 Id. at 71-72.
13 Approximately 30% were located in California. See id. at 4-7. A district bank for coop-
eratives survey found a majority of its borrowers exported on a direct basis even though a
number were exporting on an indirect basis. See Report, supra note 6, at 2.
14 Agricultural Exports, supra note 3, at 6.
15 Kennedy, Co-op Share of Direct US Exports Down to 13.2 Billion by 1980, Farmer Cooper-
atives, June 1982, at 4 [hereinafter cited as Co-op Share of Exports].
16 Report, supra note 6, at 5.
17 Co-op Share of Exports, supra note 15, at 4. As a group, fruit exporters are well-estab-
lished, have extensive contacts and experience in many parts of the world, and possess a large
reservoir of expertise. In 1974, 70% of the fresh citrus and 28% of the processed fruit exported
from this country was exported by co-ops, mostly to Western Europe. See D. Hirsch, Agric.
Coop. Serv. Research Report 4, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, Marketing Strategies for Cooperatives
Exportihg Fruit to Western Europe 1 (1981) [hereinafter cited as Exporting Fruit].
18 Report, supra note 6, at 2.
19 Agricultural Exports, supra note 3, at 11-15. Asia was the largest market for co-ops in
1980, with $1.58 billion of purchases. Japan alone imported $884 million of products, making it
the largest single-country market for cooperative exports. Europe was second, with $882 million
of co-op purchases. Canada purchased $215 million of products-mostly animals and animal
products. See Co-op Share of Exports, supra note 15, at 5. In 1970, exports of agricultural products
to Less Developed Countries totalled $2 billion, or 28% of U.S. agricultural exports. By 1980,
these exports were at $14.6 billion, or 35% of the total. Clevenge, Less Developed Countries May
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In 1976, cooperatives in fourteen commodity groups each had direct
exports valued in excess of $10 million.20 The largest direct exporters
were eleven grain co-ops, which had exports valued at $932 million. This
value was at least twice as much as the value of the next highest com-
modity group (oilseeds, oilnuts, and derivative products), which had ex-
ports valued at $427 million. 2 ' The sales volume of the sixteen primary
regional grain co-ops showed a marked increase from 1.8 billion bushels
in 1977 to 2.5 billion bushels in 1979,22 reaching a record high of 25.3
percent of the total U.S. volume. 23 Major facility improvements and a
streamlining of organizational structure have spurred this growth.2 4 A
system-wide survey of the district bank for cooperatives found a range of
annual exports among its borrowers from several thousand dollars to sev-
eral hundred million dollars.25
In 1976, cooperatives' direct exports were $2 billion and represented
9.2% of the total U.S. agricultural exports. 26 In 1980, ten fewer direct
exporters reported $3.2 billion in direct co-op exports, accounting for
only 7.8% of the total U.S. agricultural exports-a significant percentage
decrease. Co-ops that made direct exports in 1980, however, did report
$3.1 billion in indirect sales. Although there is no accurate way to meas-
ure the total flow of commodities that eventually enters the export
market, 1980 statistics show that except for animal products, the cooper-
atives' share of U.S. exports declined for all commodity groups, despite
increases in the actual dollar volume of exports. This means that total
U.S. agricultural exports have grown faster than cooperative exports.2 7
Offer Opportunities for Export Business, Farmer Cooperatives, February 1982, at 12 [hereinafter
cited as Clevenge]. If this is so, support from the banks for cooperatives is probably more impor-
tant as these markets develop, because of the economic and political risks.
20 Clevenge, supra note 19, at 68.
21 Id. at 7.
22 S. Thurston & B. Reynolds, Agric. Coop. Serv. Research Report 3, U.S. Dep't of Agri-
culture, Regtnal Grain Cooperatives, 1978 and 1979 8 (1981). Since 1974, grain shipments
originated by co-ops for export have risen dramatically, increasing to over 30% of U.S. exports.
The 16 primary cooperatives are composed of 2,568 member local co-ops, with 2.1 billion bush-
els of storage capacity, 362 line elevators, 101 subterminal and terminal elevators, 115 owned
and 6,068 leased hopper cars, and a barge company (owned by five regionals and CF Indus-
tries). In 1979, 20 grain regionals disposed of 62% of their commodities in the export market.
Id. at iii.
23 Id at 10.
24 Id. at iii. In 1980, the most important commodity group for direct exports was again
grains and preparations valued at $1.3 billion, or 41% of the total value of direct co-op exports.
Co-op Share of Exports,supra note 15, at 4. Even though grains and oilseeds are the most impor-
tant co-op exports in terms of dollar volume, they still represent only a small portion (about 7%)
of all U.S. grain and oilseed exports. Id. at 5.
25 Report, supra note 6, at 2. Another publication shows that less than 10% of the direct
exporting co-ops have individual export volumes of less than $100,000, 10% have volumes
greater than $100 million, and 1/3 have volumes less than $1 million. Agricultural Exports,supra
note 3, at 5-6.
26 Agricultural Exports, supra note 3, at 9. The value of indirect exports for direct exporters
was $1.3 billion. Id. at 7.
27 Co-op Share of Exports, supra note 15, at 5.
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B. Marketihg Cooperative Exports
Five multinational trading companies dominate the grain export in-
dustry in this country. 28 Compared to the multinational trading compa-
nies, cooperatives have a much smaller share of the U.S. and world grain
market. Even regional direct exporting cooperatives do not compare fa-
vorably with these major exporting firms. The regional direct exporting
cooperatives lack market intelligence systems and rely on commission
agents. They also lack diversification for cross-subsidization and spread-
ing of risk, and they lack multiple grain sources. The large firms have
flexibility because of their product-mix, their variety of delivery terms,
their good port location and transportation coordination, their overseas
facilities and sales offices, and the secrecy of their operations. The opera-
tions of the large firms help facilitate the large one-time sales that tre-
mendously increase volume. 29
On the other hand, cooperatives have quality commodities and uni-
form ship loading; distinct advantages that could be utilized if coopera-
tives could expand their direct exports. 30 Expansion of direct export
markets would give cooperatives a wider variety of buyers; increase
worldwide presence, thereby increasing market intelligence; and allow
cooperatives to capitalize on their reputation for quality products. Di-
rect selling may increase profits and make further direct trading arrange-
ments possible. 3 1
The term "marketing channel" (also called "first export handler") is
sometimes used to identify the first export marketing firm in the se-
quence of firms between a cooperative seller and an ultimate consumer
in a foreign country. Based on 1976 figures, foreign sales representatives
were the most popular channel used by direct exporting co-ops for mar-
keting, followed by foreign distributors, U.S. export brokers, foreign end-
users, and Japanese trading companies. When cooperative direct export-
ers made indirect exports, a U.S. export merchant was by far the most
popular channel. 32
A 1976 USDA report concluded that most direct exporting co-ops
do not have foreign sales offices and rely to a significant degree on for-
eign sales representatives to act as agents to develop overseas sales. The
direct exporting co-ops that do have foreign sales offices rely heavily on
their overseas employees to develop and process export sales. The kind of
28 The firms are Cargill, Inc., Continental Grain Co., Bunge, Inc., Louis Dreyfus, Inc., and
Garnac (a subsidiary of Andre). Regional grain cooperatives and other private companies such
as Peavey and Archer-Daniels-Midland control the remainder. Cargill and Continental each
handle about 25% of the U.S. grain exports. Improving Export Capability, supra note 2, at 17.
29 Id at 45-50.
30 Id. at 46.
31 J. Dunn, B. Reynolds, E. Eversall, R. Skinner & S. Thurston, Agric. Coop. Serv. Re-
search Report 13, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, Cooperative Involvement and Opportunities in Oilseeds 39
(1982) [hereinafter cited as Oilseed Involvement].
32 Agricultural Exports, supra note 3, at 18-19.
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market structure established in a foreign country will usually determine
the kind and degree of market penetration. 33
Market strategy refers to development and use of carefully con-
structed plans designed to attain specific objectives that will enable the
exporter to increase the scale or efficiency of his export program. The
plans are tailored to the expertise, commodity mix, and other resources
of the exporter, and are based on market intelligence.3 4 Strategy may
involve sales authority, sales coordination, sales to importers, special sales
opportunities, promotional activities, and joint programs (e.g., groups of
co-ops forming centralized export-service cooperatives or centralized ex-
port-marketing cooperatives). 3 5
Another USDA report focusing on methods of improving co-op ca-
pability suggested that the general sales policy of cooperatives should: 1)
emphasize co-op strengths; 2) encourage co-op to co-op sales; 3) provide
flexible terms of delivery; and 4) provide personalized service to foreign
buyers. 36 According to the report, cooperatives need to establish aggres-
sive worldwide market intelligence systems which include foreign sales
offices. 37 The report also suggested that more coordination is needed at
local, regional, and inter-regional levels in order to encourage increased
participation by members, better inter-regional relationships, and better
producer-cooperative relationships. 38
Exporting firms can operate in the open market, the public tender
market, and the private tender market. Most cooperative direct export
grain sales are in the open market, selling mainly feed-grains and soy-
beans to private traders and processors in Western Europe. With more
foreign governments becoming involved in centralized buying for their
countries, however, more exports are likely to be marketed on both a
public and private tender basis. Thus, it is likely that forward buying on
a tender basis will involve longer commitments, 39 and co-ops will need
committed and flexible financing. Participation in increasing tender
markets will require co-ops to assume more risk than they assumed in the
past.40
33 Id. at 16. Sixty-one of seventy-three co-ops involved in direct exporting had no sales
offices in foreign countries staffed by employees of the co-op. Ten had from I to 27 offices.
Twenty-five reported no foreign sales representatives in foreign countries, but most have large
numbers of representatives. Cooperatives have foreign sales representatives in an estimated 65
countries. Id. at 15-16.
34 Exporting Frut, supra note 17, at 2.
35 Id. at 15. The USDA says there is a need for pooling resources in some manner. Agrcul-
tural Exports, supra note 3, at 74.
36 Improvitg Export Capability, supra note 2, at 71.
37 Id. at 71-72.
38 Id. at 53-54.
39 Id. at 23.
40 Id. at 50-51. Reasons for lack of co-op participation in the private tender market in-
clude lack of throughput capability, inability to quote a price, and inability to smoothly and
quickly place a grain in an export position. Id. at 51. Cooperatives also find it difficult to bid
successfully on foreign government tenders. See Export Techniques, supra note 8, at 3.
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According to the Central Bank for Cooperatives (Central Bank),
banks for cooperatives will follow co-op exporters and importers to the
logical extension of marketing channels in order to facilitate financing,
but will remain within the limits of the new amendments. 4 I Although
this policy may involve considerable risk, it is the type of commitment
and flexibility co-ops will require to enable them to compete in agricul-
tural export markets.
C Necessary Expertise for Marketing Exports
When compared with indirect exporting, direct exporting requires a
great deal of additional expertise in making sales, meeting foreign buy-
ers' product specifications, developing specialized delivery and payment
arrangements, arranging for financing, and coordinating sales and deliv-
eries. It also involves assumption of larger risks and the possibility of
greater gains or losses. 42 Obstacles faced in exporting can include lack of
export facilities, difficulties in vessel chartering, limited supply of prod-
uct, foreign government restrictions, tariff preferences, unfavorable trans-
portation rate schedules on domestic rails, difficulties in origination of
documents, dollar exchange shortages, and margin calls for hedging on
distant future contracts to cover distant future sales.4 3
Two concepts are important in discussing the planning of ex-
port sales--"logistics" and "position." "Logistics" covers all aspects of
planned coordination of key export activities. Essential elements include
procurement of the commodity, transportation of the commodity to port
storage facilities, selling the commodity to one or more reputable foreign
buyers, and coordinating the export operation. The export operation in-
cludes scheduling, holding in storage, meeting inspections, transferring to
and from different modes of transportation, matching volume and
commodity specifications, minimizing handling costs, and assuring the
availability of supplies.44 "Position" refers to an export firm's current sit-
uation with respect to total sales commitments, supply commitments, do-
mestic transportation and storage arrangements, loading schedules for
future export shipments, and involvement in the futures and ocean
freight markets. The more active its position, the more flexible an export
firm is in commodity switching and ship loading under various sales con-
tracts to maximize its overall net margin.45
To compete with large international grain trading companies, co-
41 Interview with Roy Becker and Wayne Andersen, International Department, Central
Bank for Cooperatives, in Denver (March 22, 1982) [hereinafter cited as March Interview].
42 D. Hirsch, Agric. Coop. Serv. Research Report 2, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, Ship Char-
tering Alternatives for Grain-Exporting Cooperatives 1 (1981) [hereinafter cited as Ship6 Chartering
Alternatives].
43 Report, supra note 6, at 13-14.
44 Ship Chartering Alternatives, supra note 42, at 3.
45 Id. at 5. Often, poor coordination in an export operation results in high operating costs
that reduce or eliminate handling margins. Id. at 4.
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ops need to become increasingly proficient in the basic elements of
growth in export sales. They need a low average fixed cost per unit of
volume handled. This can be accomplished by increasing volume; re-
ducing unit costs of handling, assembling, storing, shipping and distrib-
uting; obtaining financing at low interest rates; and handling foreign
exchange transactions efficiently. Co-ops need to attain a high degree of
operating flexibility, including flexibility in shipping and other modes of
transportation, sales representation, loading and storage facilities, and
utilizing alternative methods of financing sales. Besides being concerned
about logistics and position, they also need significant bargaining power
in negotiating sales and charters for large volume shipping; a worldwide
marketing system, with more facilities, programs, and experienced per-
sonnel; and increased market intelligence information. 46
Risks in export trade raise the transaction costs. Risks can include
commodity price fluctuation, transportation rate fluctuation, exchange
rate fluctuation, delay, buyer rejection, and governmental actions. 47
Market intelligence and credit risk information can help reduce some of
the risks. This type of information can be obtained from a variety of
sources, including overseas employees, bank channels, financial state-
ments, overseas representatives and agents, government employees, and
trade sources.
48
Cooperatives should have an advantage over large private firms in
the procurement of commodities because of ties with their member grow-
ers. A significant development in the procurement of grain from farmers,
however, is the sudden expansion of subterminal facilities by larger grain
exporting companies, which infringes on the traditional domain of coop-
eratives. Large private firms already have an advantage with their wider
variety of commodity sources. The trend toward origination at local
levels by private firms may mean that large firms will no longer buy from
co-ops for indirect sales. It may also affect a co-op's ability to acquire
quantities for direct sales. A cooperative's ability to compete, therefore,
may depend on its ability to develop additional sources of supply, or on
its ability to tighten control over the disposition of member production. 49
Only a few cooperatives operate port facilities. A 1981 report stated
that nine cooperatives operate eleven port elevators that load grain into
vessels engaged in the international grain trade. 50 U.S. co-ops, however,
do not own and operate elevators at foreign ports, and very few are in-
46 Export Techmnques, supra note 8, at 14-15.
47 Oilseed Involvement, supra note 31, at 39-40.
48 Report, supra note 6, at 5. One of the report's surveys suggested the need for more com-
plete and possibly more centralized credit information sources. Id. Two ways that credit risk
can be dealt with are letters of credit and insurance. Id. at 10. Cooperatives see getting credit
information as a problem. Id. at 11.
49 Improving Export Capabdiy, supra note 2, at 39-41.
50 Ship CharteringAltrnatives, supra note 42, at 40. In terms of supply capabilities, however,
cooperatives can significantly increase their direct exports and their shipments in chartered ves-
sels with existing facilities. Id. at 42.
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volved in storing or processing operations in foreign countries. There
may be opportunities for multi-effort processing and storing facilities,
both at home and in foreign countries, to enhance efficiency and con-
tinue market growth. 51
In 1976, fifty-one of the seventy-three direct exporting cooperatives
made shipping arrangments for one or more commodities. Two-thirds of
the export volume of these co-ops, however, involved delivery to the U.S.
port (f.a.s. or f.o.b.), with the buyer arranging for international shipment.
In 1976, eighty-five percent of total cooperative exports moved out of this
country by ship, six percent by plane, two percent by rail, and seven
percent by truck. 52
The major problems in moving commodities from inland elevators
to the vessel or port elevators are: 1) the adequacy, condition, and capa-
bilities of the rail or waterway system; 2) high energy costs; 3) strikes by
labor; 4) the availability and supply of vessels; and 5) the adequacy, con-
dition, and capabilities of port elevator facilities. 53
An export program, especially grain exports, consists of a series of
separate but integrated sale and shipment operations. In most cases,
grain is sold to foreign buyers several months before it is actually loaded
into an ocean-going vessel. The concept of selling full cargoes directly to
foreign buyers is attractive because of cost savings, but most users prefer
frequent deliveries in small quantities in order to reduce storage costs. 54
Although ship chartering is a challenging and risky business, successful
management of export shipping arrangements can increase the net mar-
gins arising from small export sales operations. 55
The preparation and handling of documents is an important part of
export marketing. It is a highly specialized operation in which relatively
few people are involved. Some of the required documents include a ship-
per's export declaration, a destination control statement, a bill of lading
and invoice, a charter party, a checklist of information to the coopera-
tive's agent, a contract of sale, and financial instruments (letters of credit
or drafts). 56
Besides financial and other expertise required for export operations,
legal expertise is essential. Some of the institutions, programs, and laws
that should be considered before exporting include: 1) The Overseas Pri-
vate Investment Corporation (OPIC); 2) The Foreign Corrupt Practices
51 Agricultural Exports, supra note 4, at 72.
52 Id. at 25. The terms "fa.s." and "f.o.b." are delivery terms. The former, "free along-
side," means the seller is responsible for placing the commodity alongside the vessel or aircraft
at a U.S. loading port. The buyer takes possesion and pays all expenses incurred thereafter,
including loading. The latter, "free on board," means the commodity is placed on a vessel or
aircraft at a U.S. port. The buyer takes possession and pays all subsequent expenses. Id. at 21.
53 Improving Export Capability, supra note 2, at 38-39.
54 Export Techniques, supra note 9, at 12.
55 Ship Chartering Alternatives,supra note 40, at 3. This publication is an excellent primer in
the intricacies of ship chartering, a topic beyond the scope of this paper.
56 Export Techniques, supra note 8, at 11.
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Act; 3) The Export-Import Bank of the United States (Eximbank); 4)
The Private Export Funding Corporation (PEFCO); 5) The Foreign
Credit Insurance Association (FCIA); 6) Export Administration Regula-
tions; and 7) The Webb-Pomerene Act. 57
The preceding discussion demonstrates that although cooperatives
have considerable strength in originating, processing, and delivering
commodities to port facilities, they face several barriers to export expan-
sion. Cooperatives need better coordination, and financial and legal
assistance in transportation and logistics, market intelligence, and risk
management. 58 It is towards this goal, perhaps, that the 1980 Farm
Credit Amendments were aimed, to allow the banks for cooperatives to
help cooperatives, and to avoid duplication of effort.
II. Legislative History
The Farm Credit System (FCS) consists of a series of banks and as-
sociations that are chartered under federal law, but are owned by their
borrower-members and operated on a cooperative basis. Their function
is to serve the unique credit needs of farmers, ranchers, and aquatic pro-
ducers and harvesters. Three separate types of institutions make up the
system: 1) the federal land banks and the local federal land bank associa-
tions; 2) the federal intermediate credit banks and the local production
credit associations; and 3) the banks for cooperatives. The FCS is super-
vised by the Farm Credit Administration (FCA), an independent agency
in the executive branch of the government, that acts as the policy-mak-
ing and regulatory body through the Federal Farm Credit Board. The
expenses of the FCA are paid by the system through assessments. 59
There are twelve banks for cooperatives in the United States; one in
each of twelve farm districts. District banks operate under the policy
direction of a seven-member district farm credit board of directors. The
Central Bank for Cooperatives, located in Denver, Colorado, participates
with district banks in loans to large co-ops and provides a means of
spreading the risk of sizeable loans throughout the banks for cooperatives
system.60
Although the Federal Government provided most of the capital
57 See generally Bishop & Reynolds, An Export Priner: Legal Aspects of Exportig from the United
States, 2 Hous. INT'L L.J. 333, 341-344, 349-359 (1980). This article details the risks and the
assistance available for those engaged in the export trade. Much of it is applicable to agricul-
tural exports by co-ops.
58 Oilseed Involvement, supra note 3 1, at 38.
59 H.R. REP. No. 1287, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 15, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG & AD
NEWS 7095, 7098 [hereinafter cited as HOUSE REPORT, giving both page numbers].
60 Id. at 16, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7099. Banks for cooperatives have made loans for such
purposes as construction, remodeling or expanding of facilities, and current or seasonal operat-
ing expenses. Id In 1979, the whole Farm Credit System provided approximately $50 billion,
or roughly 1/3 of the nation's farm credit. See Federal Conservation and Farm Credit Act Amendments..
Hearings on H.R. 4782 Before the Subcomm. on Conservation and Credit of the House Comm. on Agriculture,
96th Cong., 1st Sess. 672 (1979) (statement of Don E. Hayes) [hereinafter cited as 1979 House
Hearings ].
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needed to establish the institutions of the FCS, the last of the government
seed money was repaid in 1968, and the system is now exclusively capi-
talized by its members. Co-ops must buy stock in the district bank for
cooperatives in order to borrow from that bank, and loan funds for the
institutions of the FCS are obtained through the sale of bonds and dis-
count notes in the nation's money markets by the system's fiscal agency 6'
in New York City.62
In early November 1975, the presidents of each of the thirteen banks
for cooperatives appointed representatives to serve on a study group.
The study group was directed to determine the extent of present and
potential exporting activity by U.S. agricultural co-ops, to evaluate the
degree to which the co-ops' needs for export financing for international
banking services are met by commercial banks and other institutions,
and to explore ways in which the banks for cooperatives might effectively
meet the specific requirements of system members who are currently or
prospectively dependent upon export sales.63 The result was the 1976
Report of the Banks for Cooperatives, System Export Services Study
Group, issued on October 13, 1976.
In 1978, the Federal Farm Credit Board requested that each district
farm credit board submit recommended changes to the Farm Credit Act
of 1971,64 which it deemed necessary to meet the agricultural credit
needs of the 1980's, and which it believed would result in greater effi-
ciency in the internal operation of the FCS. From proposals made by the
twelve district boards came a legislative package that was approved by
the district boards and the board of directors of the Central Bank. The
Federal Farm Credit Board then gave its unanimous support to the pro-
posals and instructed that they be recommended to Congress. Upon re-
quest, Representative Jones introduced a bill containing the proposals in
July 1979.65
After extensive hearings in the field and in Washington, D.C., Rep-
resentatives Jones and Madigan introduced a new bill. H.R. 7548 con-
tained many of the original proposals and some of the modifications
made by the subcommittees and the full committee.66 The Senate ver-
sion of the bill was passed in lieu of the House bill, however, after its
language was amended to contain the text of the House bill.67
61 The fiscal agency is the private organization through which the farm credit system in-
teracts with the financial community to market or issue its system-wide obligations. The fiscal
agency acts under the direction and supervision of the appropriate finance committees of the
FCA. 12 C.F.R. § 615.5010 (1983).
62 Id. at 16-17, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7100. Each cooperative borrower must hold at least
one share of voting stock and may be required to purchase additional stock up to an amount
equal to 10% of the face value of the loan. See 12 U.S.C. § 2130 (1982).
63 Report, supra note 6, at i.
64 Pub. L. No. 92-181, § 1.1(a), 85 Stat. 583 (1971) (codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 2001-2260
(1976)) [hereinafter cited as Farm Credit Act of 1971].
65 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 17, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7100.
66 Id. at 18, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7101.
67 Id. at I, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7095.
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The House Report lists seven reasons for the passage of the export
financing legislation: 1) the important role of co-ops in returning more
of the margin from export transactions to farmers; 2) the increased sup-
ply of U.S. agricultural commodities in both developing foreign markets
and in established markets where competition from other agricultural
exporting countries is increasing; 3) the ability of previous banks for co-
operatives to lend only to domestic cooperatives and the requirement
that financing be only for that portion of the export transaction up to the
domestic point of export; 4) the financing of international transactions
through the seller's bank and the financing of international sales by co-
ops through other financial institutions;68 5) the need to improve farm
income and not impose unreasonable risks to the banks for cooperatives;
6) the need to allow co-ops which would otherwise be unable to do so to
enter the export market; and 7) the need for updating the services of the
banks for cooperatives system to meet the changing needs of agriculture
and agricultural CO-OpS. 6 9
The Farm Credit Act of 1971 declared it a policy of the FCS to
improve the income and well-being of farmers by furnishing "sound, ad-
equate, and constructive credit" and by furnishing related services to
farmers and their cooperatives. 70 It also gave the boards of directors of
the banks for cooperatives "all such incidental powers as may be neces-
sary or expedient to carry on the business of the bank." 71 In the lending
powers section of the Act, however, no mention was made of the types of
services required of banks operating in the international sphere. 72 Al-
though the Act called for the modernization of authorizations and the
means of furnishing credit, and responsiveness to the credit needs of eligi-
ble borrowers, 73 a bank incorporated under a legislative charter possesses
only those powers that are either expressly conferred by statute or are
necessarily implied from its specific grant of power. Every power that is
not expressly granted is to be withheld, and the specific enumeration of
powers implies the exclusion of all others. 74 Further authority, therefore,
68 Many co-ops have had to invest millions of dollars in order to provide the means to
service their credit needs within their own institution.
69 Id. at 19-20; 52-54, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7102-7103; 7135-7137.
70 Farm Credit Act of 1971, § 1.1(a), 12 U.S.C. 2001(a).
71 Id. at § 3.1(17), 12 U.S.C. § 2122(17).
72 Id. at § 3.7, 12 U.S.C. § 2128. This section mentions several powers but says it is not
limited to those mentioned.
73 Id. at § 1.1(b), 12 U.S.C. § 2001(b).
74 Report,supra note 6, at 57 (citing Knass v. Madison & Kedsie State Bank, 188 N.E. 836,
839-840 (I1. 1933)). It is interesting to note that there are no statues authorizing national banks
to issue letters of credit, to establish relationships with other banks, or to collect and disseminate
credit information. Id. at 58. Much export financing, however, is handled by subsidiary corpo-
rations of commercial banks (Edge Act Corporations), which are principally engaged in interna-
tional or foreign banking and chartered by the Federal Reserve System. Id. at 63; see 12 U.S.C.
§ 611 (1982). There is no authority for banks for cooperatives to operate their export financing
through Edge Act type corporations because the FCA does not allow it. Riport, supra note 6, at
64.
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was needed to modernize and improve the banks for cooperatives' serv-
ices, including services for international transactions.
A. Explanation of the Law
The new legislation contains several essential international transac-
tion provisions that need to be discussed. The best way to accomplish
this is to make a section-by-section review and analysis.
Section 3.1(12) (amended § 301) of the Act allows the banks for co-
operatives to deposit securities and current funds with any other
financial institutions, domestic or foreign, as may be authorized by its
board and approved by the FCA, but only to the extent necessary to
facilitate export and import transactions of eligible cooperatives that
may be financed by the bank. Previously, deposits could be made only
with member banks of the federal reserve system.75
Section 3.1 (13)(A) (amended § 301) originally contained provisions
authorizing banks to buy and sell obligations, such as acceptances, that
arose from transactions financed by the banks. Amendments by the Sub-
committee on Conservation and Credit deleted this specific authority
because the authority to do so was supposedly in the 1971 Act. 76 Subse-
quently, because of the language of Section 3.7(d) (amended § 304), FCA
staff members expressed concern about the restriction of acceptance
financing to the export and import of agricultural products only. Inter-
estingly, Section 3.7(d) (amended § 304) of the Amendments states,
"[T]he regulations. . . may not confer upon the banks for cooperatives
power and authorities greater than those specified in this title." This
would seem to be a specific prohibition of the FCA's power to enlarge the
banks' acceptance financing authorities under Section 3.7(b) (amended
§ 304), the section giving lending powers for international transactions,
and no authority other than Section 3.7(b) provides clear
authorization. 7
7
75 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 36, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7119, 12 U.S.C. § 2122(12)
(1982). These deposits would be nominal in amount, and limited to open accounts which are
essential to making payments and collections in an expeditious, efficient manner. The banks for
cooperatives system will rely for much of its interbank needs in international banking on U.S.
banks that have effective worldwide networks of branches and offices. In some areas of the
world, however, correspondent relationships with foreign banks would offer the most cost effi-
cient method of accomplishing collections and payments. See Farm Credit Act Amendments oft/979:
Hearings on S /465 Before the Subcomm. on Agriculture Credit and Rural Electrifwation of the Senate Comm.
on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestiy, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 197 (1979) (statement of W. M. Har-
ding) (hereinafter cited as 1979 Senate Hearings].
76 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 36-37, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7119-7120. See H.R.
4782, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. § 301 (1980). An FCA committee stated that it believed the author-
ity was already present in existing legislation. HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 37, U.S. CODE
CONG. at 7120. See also B. Zimmer, The Limitations ofHR. 7548 on Foreign Exchange in Participation
in the Eurocurrenc Markets in Federal Credit Ad. Inter-office Memo 1 (Aug. 28, 1980) [hereinafter
cited as Memo]. Committee counsel suggested the FCA could allow such authority for the
banks.
77 Memo, supra note 76, at R. Ireton and B. Zimmer, Talking Paper, H.R. 7548 2-3 (Sept.
30, 1980). The sufficiency of legal grounds to create acceptances was questioned even though
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Section 3.1(13)(C) (amended § 301) allows banks for cooperatives to
make investments for the purpose of obtaining services needed to facili-
tate the export and import transactions of eligible cooperatives that may
be financed by the banks. It authorizes them to invest in ownership in-
terests in business entities, domestic or foreign, "that are principally en-
gaged in providing credit information to and performing such servicing
functions for their members in connection with the members' interna-
tional transactions."' 78 The language of this section was changed from
the original language, which allowed the banks for cooperatives to make
investments in business entities, foreign and domestic, that obtain credit
information and perform loan and financial services related to interna-
tional transactions. Although there was some indication that this change
from the original language might preclude investment in merchant
banks, the FCA decided it would not preclude such investments. It
seems, however, to present the problem of finding business entities that
are "principally engaged" in such activities. 79
Section 3.1(18) (amended § 301) authorizes the banks to "maintain
credit balances and pay or receive fees or interest thereon, for the pur-
pose of assisting in the transfer of funds to or from parties to transactions
that may be financed under Section 3.7(b) (amended § 304) of this
Act."80 To transfer funds most efficiently, the banks for cooperatives
must accept funds from borrowers and financial institutions. This au-
thority would be used to transfer funds efficiently for international trans-
the FCA's legal counsel said the authority was within the 1971 Act, based on Section 3.1(13)(C).
The funding of international trade transactions, however, can hardly be considered an invest-
ment under the authority of that section. Concern was also expressed about the access of these
acceptances to the Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System. Id. at D. Archer,
Meeting of Committee to Review Differences between House and Senate Versions of Amend-
ments to the 1971 Act (Sept. 19, 1980). Although the 1971 Act apparently authorized the banle
for cooperatives to utilize bankers' acceptances as an investment vehicle there was not utiliza-
tion until 1980. Id. at B. Zimmer, Legal Constraints on the Creation, Purchase, and Sale of
Acceptances by National Banks 3-4 (July 28, 1980). The FCA had later decided not to push for
access into the Eurobound market but rather concentrated on allowing creation of bankers'
acceptances. Id. at R. Ireton, Banks for Cooperatives Access to the Eurobound Market (Oct. 14,
1980).
78 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 36, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7119 (codified at 12 U.S.C.
§ 2122(c) (1982)).
79 Memo, supra note 76, at R. Ireton, Merchant Banking-Making Investments to Obtain
Credit Information and Other Services 1 (Aug. 26, 1980). General credit information is avail-
able from several sources, but generally this type of information is not in enough detail, or
critical enough, to be of much help, especially in international trade transactions. Merchant
banks, operating primarily in London because of liberal banking laws, can provide this detailed
information. This information, however, is not for sale on an individual basis, for the most part,
but only to borrowers of the bank. Merchant banks perform a wide variety of servies. See id. at
1-2. An FCA committee, meeting in September 1980, agreed that the wording of an amend-
ment, as passed, would not preclude the banks for cooperatives from investing in merchant
banks even though the information was only one of many services. Apparently, the bank for
cooperatives would be a member of the merchant bank, rather than the cooperative, but receive
only informational services. Id. at D. Archer, Meeting of Committee to Review Differences
between House and Senate Versions of Amendments to the 1971 Act 3 (Sept. 19,1980).
80 12 U.S.C. § 2122(18) (1982); see also HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 37, U.S. CODE
CONG. at 7120.
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actions of farmer cooperatives, but would not permit the banks to accept
deposits from the public or from other unrelated sources. Holding depos-
its of foreign banks is the second part of establishing correspondent rela-
tions with foreign banks. The authority would permit the exchange of
deposits to open reciprocal accounts that are the normal basis of estab-
lishing correspondent relations between banks in different countries. 8 '
Section 3.1(19) (amended § 301) authorizes the banks for coopera-
tives to enter into agreements with other banks in the system to share
losses of any nature.8 2 Apparently, this provision was designed to help
protect banks that may experience losses in financing international
transactions.
The 1971 Farm Credit Act contains three important provisions that
were not substantially changed by the 1980 Amendments. Section
3.1(11) authorizes the banks to participate in loans with other banks for
cooperatives, commercial banks, and financial institutions.8 3 Section
3.1(17) authorizes "all such incidental powers as may be necessary or
expedient to carry on the business of the bank."'8 4 Section 3.1(6) autho-
rizes "loans and commitments for credit" and provides for "services and
other assistance as authorized in this Act," as well as charging fees for
those services.
8 5
Section 3.7(a) (amended § 304) of the Act was amended by adding
the words "currency exchange necessary to service individual transac-
tions which may be financed under subsection (b)." '8 6 Subsection (a) also
enumerates other technical and financial assistance that may be offered
by the banks for cooperatives to eligible co-ops under the banks' lending
powers. Included services are note discounts, guarantees, collateral cus-
81 See 1979 Senate Hearings, supra note 75, at 197 (statement of W. M. Harding). The pur-
pose of the power to hold credit balances of both foreign banks and cooperatives is to minimize
the time and cost of transferring funds in international transactions by reducing transaction
costs. Id. One FCA inter-office memo recommended elimination of references to 12 U.S.C.
§ 2128(b), FCA § 3.7(b) in subsections 2122(13)(C) and (18), FCA § 3.1(18). The memo stated
that under the current wording of 12 U.S.C. § 2122(13)(C) and (18) (which passed), it was not
possible to maintain or hold deposits of foreign currencies for a short period of time for future
cooperative transactions, which will not be the direct result of authorized export financed trans-
actions, even though this is often a necessary part of financing international trade. This is
because under FCA § 3.1(18), credit balances and deposits with other banks must be linked to
individual transactions financed under FCA § 3.7(b). Memo, supra note 76, at R. Ireton and B.
Zimmer, Talking Paper, H.R. 7548 3 (Aug. 30, 1980);see 12 U.S.C. §§ 2128(b), 2122(18) (1982).
It has been suggested that the cooperative or the bank for the cooperative would have to go
through a commercial bank to set up accounts in foreign currency. See 1d. at R. Ireton, Main-
taining Credit Balances and Deposits with other Banks 1 (Aug. 28, 1980). This could effectively
restrict the banks for cooperatives from managing the money denominated in foreign currencies
that U.S. co-ops will have from time to time. Id. at R. Ireton and B. Zimmer, Talking Paper,
H.R. 7548 3 (Aug. 30, 1980).
82 See 12 U.S.C. § 2122(19) (1982).
83 Id. at § 2122(11).
84 See id. at § 2122(17).
8: Id. at § 2122(16).
86 HousE REPORT, supra note 59, at 37, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7120, 12 U.S.C. § 2128
(1982).
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tody, and participation with other banks, including commercial banks,
in making loans to eligible co-ops. The new language would allow the
banks to engage in the currency exchange necessary to meet the needs of
co-ops in international transactions.8 7 In addition, the banks would be
able to counsel and guide the exporting co-op in minimizing its currency
exchange risk exposure.""
Subsections (b), (c), and (d) of Section 3.7 (amended § 304) were
added to the Act to expand the authority of the banks to serve the needs
of eligible co-ops. Subsection (b) authorizes the banks to make or partici-
pate in loans and commitments, and to extend other technical or
financial assistance to (1) a foreign or domestic party with respect to a
transaction with a stockholder co-op for the export or import of agricul-
tural commodities, aquatic commodities, or farm supplies through
purchases, sales, or exchanges, and (2) a domestic or foreign party in
which an eligible co-op has at least the minimum ownership interest ap-
proved under FCA regulations if the loan, commitment, or assistance is
for the purpose of facilitating the co-op's export or import transactions.89
For loans of type (1) or (2) to be extended, the stockholder co-op
must substantially benefit as a result of the loan, commitment, or assist-
ance. 9° It is important to remember that these two types of loans differ
from the loans or commitments made to eligible cooperatives that are
authorized under subsection (a) of Section 3.7. Nowhere does the lend-
ing power authorize direct loans to eligible cooperatives for international
transactions. Subsection (a) authorizes direct domestic loans, as did the
1971 Act. Subsections (b)(1) and (2) contemplate a party with whom the
co-op is dealing, or with whom the co-op has a relationship, such as a
subsidiary or larger umbrella group in which the co-op has a minimum
interest. The new amendments, then, are designed to facilitate third
party loans, not to directly finance international operations of
cooperatives. 91
It is expected that services provided to non-cooperatives in export
transactions will involve primarily interim financing of the foreign pur-
chaser. The House Committee envisioned that financing of a domestic
non-cooperative party would be confined to very limited circumstances,
87 Id.
88 See 1979 Senate Hearings, supra note 75, at 197 (statement of W.M. Harding).
89 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 38, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7121.
90 Id. The words "benefit substantially" (or "substantially benefit" or other similar words)
are used in the U.S. Code in 15 different sections. The words are used at least 115 times in
federal regulations. Nowhere are the words defined. To this author's knowledge, no case dis-
cusses the meaning of those words, certainly not in this context anyway.
91 Although FCA § 3.7 does not specifically allow bank for cooperative loans directly to
co-ops for international transactions, these banks have been financing cooperatives' receivables
for years, in effect, mixing domestic and export operations. Under the new legislation a bank
for cooperatives could not finance a port facility built by a co-op outside the U.S. It can, and
has, financed a domestic port facility for export operations, however. Telephone interview with
Roy Becker, International Department, Central Bank for Cooperatives (July 16, 1982) [herein-
after cited as July Interview].
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when such a party forms an integral link in accomplishing a co-op's ex-
port or import transaction. 92
Subsection (c) of Section 3.7 (amended § 304) requires loans, com-
mitments, and assistance to be extended only in accordance with policies
adopted by the bank's board of directors pursuant to regulations of the
FCA.93 To ensure conformity to national banking policies, objectives,
and limitations, subsection (d) requires close, continual consultation with
the Federal Reserve Board in formulating regulations. Subsection (d)
limits the regulatory authority of the FCA over subsection (b), and other
provisions relating to the authority in (b), to powers and authorities not
greater than those specified in the title.94
Under no circumstances are the banks to engage in activities that
would constitute speculation in futures transactions in currencies, or in
the financing of such speculation. It may be appropriate, however, to
"hedge."'95 The House Committee directed that the FCA regulations im-
plementing this authority reflect the relevant definitions of "hedging"
and "speculation" found in the regulations issued by the Commodity Fu-
tures Trade Commission (CFTC).96
To be an "eligible cooperative" under the Act, a cooperative must
be an association of farmers, producers, or harvesters of aquatic products,
or any federation of associations; be operated on a cooperative basis;
have certain cooperative operating functions; and conform to either of
"two requirements: '97 1) one-man, one-vote; 2) dividend payment; 3)
member business greater than nonmember business; or 4) voting con-
trol.98 The voting control requirement for utility and service co-ops was
92 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 39, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7122. The committee envi-
sioned strict limits to bona-fide export or import transactions where a non-cooperative is in-
volved. It said it does not intend there to be an extension of bank for cooperative financing,
under the new authority, to export or import transactions which are not essentially and substan-
tially those of cooperative stockholders-members of the banks. An example was given of a non-
cooperative marketing agency assisting a co-op in export sales as the type of domestic non-
cooperative contemplated by the Act. The committee said "finders fee" systems by non-cooper-
atives would not be authorized. Id.
93 Id. at 38, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7121, 12 U.S.C. § 2128(c) (1982).
94 12 U.S.C. § 2128(d) (1982).
95 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 39, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7127. See 12 U.S.C.
§ 2128(e) (1982). An amendment by Representative Panetta would have eliminated some as
authority for expanded services in export-import transactions. A provision, however, to prohibit
banks for cooperatives from financing margins in connection with futures transactions in foreign
currency was omitted from the Panetta Amendment because it might hamper bona fide hedg-
ing transactions entered into by borrowers seeking to protect their position relative to currency
exchange fluctuations. Language was included in the original amendment, however, to prohib-
it financing of speculative futures transactions in currencies which would be defined in FCA
regulations using Commodity Futures Trade Commission (CFTC) guidelines. See infa note
128. The language modifications were designed to allow for adequate authority to service inter-
national transactions. HousE REPORT, supra note 59, at 60, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7143.
96 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 60, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7143.
97 12 U.S.C. § 2129 (1982). This section, especially the part about conformity to "either of
the two following requirements" when there are four requirements listed, is not well-written or
conceived.
98 d.
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changed from seventy to sixty percent. Included in the amendments in
the new sixty percent category were local farm supply co-ops experienc-
ing reduction in farm membership beyond their control, and local farm
supply co-ops in competition with other local farm supply co-ops, but
providing needed services in the community.99
The reason for the change in eligibility requirements was to ensure
that farmer-controlled co-ops borrowing from their banks would be able
to continue to borrow.'9 9 The change reflects changing demographic
patterns and changing circumstances in rural America, such as increased
nonfarmer population in some rural areas. 1° 1 The Central Bank for Co-
operatives is required to determine the legal eligibility of a direct loan
borrower or potential direct loan borrower under the Act before estab-
lishing a loan commitment. Eligibility is to be evidenced by certificates
and other documents.'
0 2
Pursuant to Section 3.10 (amended § 307), interest rates are deter-
mined by each bank's board of directors, subject to approval by the
FCA. In setting rates and charges it shall be the objective of the board of
directors to provide the credit needed by eligible borrowers at the lowest
reasonable cost, taking into account the net cost of money to the bank,
necessary reserves and expenses of the bank, and services provided. 10 3
The House passed an amendment to the original bill for incorpora-
tion of a mechanism for congressional review, and possible veto, of regu-
lations promulgated by the FCA under the Act.' 0 4 Subsection (b)(1) of
Section 5.18 (amended § 507) requires regulations to be transmitted to
congressional committees. Subsection (c)(1) requires that any unresolved
differences between the FCA and the Federal Reserve System over Sec-
tion 3.7(b) (amended § 304) of the Act (international lending powers)
can be resolved by Congress. Subsections (b)(2) and (c)(2) provide for
regulations going into effect automatically if there is no congressional
99 Id. The section also allows each Farm Credit district board to establish higher voting
requirements for all types of co-ops.
100 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 18, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7101. The change was
offered by the Baldus Amendment. Id. at 59, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7142.
10 Id. at 18, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7101. One FCA memo indicated that there might be an
error in the Baldus Amendment because competition from other co-ops is probably a reason for
the reduction in farmer membership in the first place. Memo, supra note 76, at Archer, Differ-
ences Between H.R. 7548 and S. 1465 (Oct. 22, 1980). Another memo describes the amendment
as "hopelessly ambiguous" in attempting to take one further step in acknowledging the adverse
impact of urbanization on the ability of bona fide farmer co-ops to meet the stringent eligibility
requirements dealing with farmer voting control. It also said it was "specious in concept and
therefore not equitable because of its restrictive aspects." According to the memo, fair and
practical administration would be a nightmare. See id. at D. Nettles, Baldus Amendment to
Cooperative Eligibility Provisions of H.R. 7548 1 (Oct. 6, 1980).
102 CENTRAL BANK FOR COOPERATIVES, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL, Vol. II,
No. 4-5 (Dec. 2, 1981) (codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 614.4080 & 4120 (1983)) [hereinafter cited as
MANUAL].
103 12 U.S.C. § 2131 (1982).
104 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 59, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7142. See 12 U.S.C. § 2252
(1982).
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action. The Justice Department, however, questioned the constitutional-
ity of this legislative disapproval device which ignores the President's
right of review.' 0 5
The Comptroller General of the General Accounting Office is to
conduct an evaluation of the programs and activities authorized under
the 1980 Amendments and make an interim report to Congress in 1982,
and a final report to Congress in 1984. The report is to include an analy-
sis of the effect that the new amendments will have on agricultural credit
services provided by the FCS, federal agencies, and other entities. 0 6
Section 3.7(a) (amended § 304) authorizes the banks for coopera-
tives to lend money and make other services available to domestic parties
who are not cooperative stockholders of the banks, for the purpose of
acquiring equipment and facilities to lease to cooperative stockholders of
the bank for use in their operations in the United States.10 7 Leveraged
leasing, however, is not to be a part of the activities of the International
Department of the Central Bank for Cooperatives. 0 8
B. Regulations
The regulations correspond to the statutory provisions and may be
found in the Code of Federal Regulations. Policies and procedures im-
plementing the regulations are contained in various banks for coopera-
tive manuals. A review and analysis of the regulations and policies and
procedures is helpful in showing what will be accomplished pursuant to
statutory authority.
105 Letter from Department of Justice, Office of Legislative Affairs, Alan A. Parker, Asst.
Atty. Gen., to Thomas S. Foley, Chairman, Committee on Agriculture (Aug. 22, 1980). The
letter explained that the President has a constitutionally mandated role in the review of legisla-
tion. It said Congress could, under this provision, legislate with respect to the regulatory au-
thority of the FCA without permitting the President his prerogatives of veto. Although it
stressed the power of Congress for ordinary and proper legislative oversight, it said any joint
resolution of Congress conditioning approval of regulations would have to be presented to the
President.
106 12 U.S.C. § 2260 (1982). This provision was made part of the amendments to replace
an earlier "sunset" provision introduced by Representative Glicksman. Those provisions would
have meant automatic expiration of the 1980 Amendments on Sept. 30, 1985, unless extended
by Congress. See Memo, supra note 76, at R. Ireton and D. Clark, Potential Impact of Sunset
Legislation on OFI Discount Authority and Export Financing (Oct. 20, 1980).
107 HOUSE REPORT, supra note 59, at 38, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7121, 12 U.S.C. § 2128(a)
(1982).
108 July Interview, supra note 91. The provisions for "leveraged leasing" could be used at
least indirectly to assist a cooperative's international trade efforts, however. See HOUSE RE-
PORT,supra note 59, at 38, U.S. CODE CONG. at 7121; 1979 Senate Hearngs,supra note 75, at 172,
176 (statement of Donald E. Wilkinson). Leveraged leasing has considerable benefit, especially
for marketing co-ops, particularly in providing transport and storage facilities. Memo, supra
note 76, at R. Ireton, Reasons for the Bank for Cooperatives to Request the Legislative Author-
ity to Finance Leveraged Leasing by Cooperatives 1 (Oct. 21, 1980). One FCA committee felt
that the banks for cooperatives should be, and need to become, involved in leveraged leases in
international transactions. They felt, however, that the bill's language completely eliminated
the possibility of financing lease transactions overseas for U.S. co-ops. Memo, supra note 76, at
D. Archer, Meeting of Committee to Review Differences between House and Senate Versions of
Amendments to the 1971 Act 2 (Sept. 19, 1980).
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The international activities of the banks for cooperatives under the
1980 Farm Credit Act amendments will be under the direct supervision
of the Federal Credit Administration (FCA), which will apply new regu-
lations and enforce the declared purposes of the FCS. 10 9 Before passage
of the amendments, the FCA began to develop and assemble the staff
and management capability to accomplish the necessary supervision. It
prepared model policies and procedures for international lending pro-
grams and began staff work on international regulations to implement
the amendments. 1 o
I. Correspondent Bank Relations
A key element in international banking is establishing correspon-
dent relations with banks in foreign countries. Pursuant to FCA regula-
tions, the Central Bank for Cooperatives may establish correspondent
relationships with foreign and U.S. banks in order to accept and place
deposits and otherwise support the international credit and service re-
quirements of eligible co-ops and third parties. The basis of the corre-
spondent relationship is anticipated trade volume, credit opportunities,
and perceived co-op benefits. The Central Bank may place deposits with
foreign and U.S. banks for its own account and for other banks for coop-
eratives provided the sum of the deposits placed does not exceed ten per-
cent of the aggregate of the banks' total net worth for a period of thirty
calendar days. 1
2. Credit Information
The banks for cooperatives are allowed to make "ownership" invest-
ments in foreign business entities solely for the purpose of obtaining
credit information and other services needed to facilitate export and im-
port transactions. The investment may not exceed the level required to
obtain access to credit and other services of the entity and must not be
made for earnings purposes. The business entity is deemed to be "princi-
pally engaged" in providing credit information and servicing functions
"for its members where such activities constitute a materially important
line of business to its members." Investment must be made to the banks'
account and not for its members. The banks may, however, use only
those services provided by the business entity that are necessary to facili-
tate export or import transactions.1 12
109 Memo, supra, note 76, at B. Zimmer, Response to Legislative Questions (July 7, 1980).
The FCA proposes rigorous enforcement. See, e.g., 12 U.S.C. § 2252(a)(16) (1982).
Ito Memo, supra, note 76. The FCA also has staff specialists in international financial risk,
export credit risk, and export risk insurance.
1 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-14 (codified at 12 C.F.R. § 615.5190(G) (1983)). The
policy is based on FCA regulation 5190. Correspondent relationships are confined to approved
countries and to financial institutions within those countries which are credit-worthy interna-
tional or agricultural banks. Id.
1 12 See 12 C.F.R. § 615.5143 (1983). Buying ownership in a foreign credit reporting agency
or loan servicing facility is often a much less expensive method of establishing a minimum
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3. Risk Management
The party which receives the financing usually bears the transaction
risk on loans. If a foreign buyer receives direct financing from the banks
for cooperatives, the bank will bear the risk. If a cooperative receives
financing, it bears the risk and responsibility.1 3 The banks for coopera-
tives are required to place dollar limits, by country, on the amounts for
financing foreign trade receivables, and maximum percentage limits on
the amount of a draft drawn on a foreign party against which the bank
may advance funds. Foreign trade receivables financing is direct financ-
ing to a foreign or domestic party for amounts owed to eligible co-ops for
trade transactions. In setting these two limits, the bank is to consider the
following factors: 1) reputation and strength of the foreign importer; 2)
reputation and payment record, as a class, of importer; 3) quality of the
supporting documents; 4) ease of foreign exchange or hedging possibili-
ties; and 5) reputation and financial strength of the exporter.' 4
When financing foreign trade receivables, the banks must make cer-
tain that all parties to the transaction being financed are reputable and
capable of performing their responsibilities under the contract of sale."t 5
Credit decisions are the responsibility of the loan committee of the Cen-
tral Bank, and must be based on accurate, complete, and up-to-date in-
formation that thoroughly and objectively analyzes relevant business,
credit, and country risk factors. Loan account officers are responsible for
assuring that recommendations to the loan committee concerning credit
analysis conform with credit and security standards for international
lending and banking policy."t 6
Country risk analysis deals with how well a nation is managed
financially. The analysis is to be performed systematically, on a central-
overseas presence than establishing foreign branches. A number of U.S. bank holding compa-
nies have acquired custom house brokerage firms to handle these matters for domestic and
overseas trading activities. The banks for cooperatives now have an option to join in common
ownership of overseas trade expediting firms and credit reporting services within the limits of
the regulation. See Federal Conservation and Farm Credit Act Amendments: Hearings on HR. 4782
Before the Subcomm. on Conservation and Credit of the House Comm. on Agriculture, 96th Cong., 2d Sess.
36-37 (1980) [hereinafter cited as 1980 Hearings].
113 March Interview, supra note 41. However, 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(c) (1983) admonishes
the banks for cooperatives to retain recourse to the exporter when financing a foreign importer's
draft, unless it seems unnecessary. In the committee hearings, the governor of the FCA down-
played the role of risk in financing international transactions. See 1979 Senate Hearings, supra
note 75, at 176 (statement of Donald E. Wilkinson).
114 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(d) (1983); see MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-7 (codified at 12
C.F.R. § 614.4700(d) (1983)). The law requires a foreign third party to meet overall country
limits before receiving credit approval. One commentator on the rules suggested a provision of
system-wide policies limiting the amount that the system would lend in each country. The
suggestion was rejected, thus allowing the individual banks to set limits. The FCA did not want
the burden of system-wide limits looking like official U.S. foreign policy. 46 Fed. Reg. 51,876
(1981).
115 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(f) (1983). Subsection (g) requires all shipments on the high seas to
have maritime insurance. Id.
116 MANUAL, supra note 102, at 4-6.
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ized basis, and disseminated to all banks for cooperatives for use in credit
granting decisions.' 17 In credit analysis, substantial consideration is
given to country risk factors in determining the amount of the loan, the
length of the term, the repayment method, loan guarantees, and the ne-
cessity of collateral." 8 The banks for cooperatives have contracted with
a private consulting firm to perform country risk analysis. The firm has
proposed a recommended international policy criteria manual, which is
an analysis of what is needed by the banks for cooperatives, and has pro-
posed a structure for a foreign or domestic borrower control and serv-
icing mechanism." '9 The decisions concerning country risks and country
limits will be made by the Capital and Credit Committee of the FCA,
which is made up of the thirteen banks for cooperatives presidents. The
International Department of the Central Bank for Cooperatives is also
involved in implementing those decisions, but the input will be made by
the department's counsultant to avoid accusations of bias.' 20
In lending to indigenous companies, it is necessary to consider both
country risk and company risk, and to examine the structure of each in
relation to the proposed structure of overall risk.' 2' Country exposure
involves two basic risks: 1) political risk, which is the risk of financial loss
associated with adverse political developments (e.g., expropriation or
crippling legal restrictions); and 2) financial risk, which is the risk of
financial loss often associated with cross-currency problems (e.g., devalu-
ation, inconvertibility, or rescheduling of external debt). 22 Exposure
limits for a country, at any point in time, are premised on: 1) size and
wealth of the country; 2) ability and willingness to service external debt;
3) composition of lending within the country as it relates to portfolio
quality; 4) relative levels of profitability derived from cross-border
lending; 5) special FCS opportunity factors; and 6) portfolio
diversification.12 3
The proposed country risk and foreign or domestic borrower control
and servicing mechanism (hereinafter referred to as the system), will en-
able the thirteen banks for cooperatives and the FCA to know at any
time how individual countries are evaluated, how borrowers within the
countries are assessed, and whether the borrowers are eligible for specific
types and amounts of credit. The system will also enable the banks to
know the status of system-wide exposure to countries, the status of for-
'17 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(h) (1983).
118 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-6 (codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 614.4140, .4150, .4220, .4260,
.4261 (1983)).
119 March Interview, supra note 41.
120 Id. See also MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-2, FCA Regs. §§ 4700, 4354, 4210, which
gives guidelines for approval of overall country limits by the Capital and Credit Committee.
Reports on individual countries are to be kept.
121 Jack Zwick Associates, Inc., A Country Risk and Foreign or Domesttc Borrower Control and
Sericing Mechanismfor the Farm Credit System 2 (Aug. 1981).
122 Id.
123 Id. at I.
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eign or domestic borrowers, and the status allocations in relation to ceil-
ings. The system is composed of the following: a country risk analysis
unit; the Capital and Credit Committee; a foreign credit department
that reports to the Central Bank but serves all the banks; the Central
Bank, which performs foreign credit functions and establishes lending
standards; and the district banks. The country risk analysis unit works
with the Capital and Credit Committee to prepare country studies.
124
The system will provide managerial assistance to the banks by establish-
ing appropriate boundaries for foreign lending and providing evidence
that the perceptions of risk are soundly based. 1
25
In a 1976 report, the banks for cooperatives recommended that
credit information be provided under a contract that limits the banks'
liability to instances of bad faith or gross lack of care, and that clarifies
the position of the banks for cooperatives in not guaranteeing the credit
information. It also recommends that foreign buyers have liability insur-
ance coverage for suits by third parties for bad credit information.'
26
4. Currency Exchange
The banks for cooperatives may engage in transactions that trans-
port monetary instruments to and from the United States. The FCA
must approve the banks' policies and procedures governing these trans-
actions.' 27 Under approved policies, a bank may engage in currency ex-
change activities to service individual international transactions that may
be financed under the regulations. Currency exchange activities may not
include loans or commitments to eligible borrowers intended to finance
speculative futures transactions in foreign currencies. The bank may en-
gage in bona fide hedging transactions and positions on behalf of its eligi-
ble borrowers, or on its own behalf when the transactions or positions
reduce risks in the conduct and management of international financial
activities. 128 The banks' policies are to include guidelines for operating
124 Id. at 4. The country risk unit basically obtains and interprets information. The Capi-
tal and Credit Committee meets quarterly to review country risk reports, set foreign lending
policies, and supervise the country risk analysis. The foreign credit department of the Central
Bank obtains and interprets credit information, approves accomodations for foreign entities,
assists banks in structuring credit, disseminates recommendations, and maintains a communica-
tions system. The Central Bank performs credit assessments, loan structuring, inter-bank rela-
tionships and credit administration for the whole system. The district banks set standards for
foreign credit functions for participation and investment, and for credit assessments for direct
loan structures and credit administration. Id. at 27, 28, 34, 35.
125 Id. 1-2.
126 Report, supra note 6, at 75-76. At the time of the report, the Foreign Credit Insurance
Association had accumulated files on over 50,000 foreign buyers. Id. at 75. It is not known
whether the banks for cooperatives have liability insurance coverage for suits by third parties for
bad credit information because the Central Bank classifies such information. Letter from Roy
Becker, International Department, Central Bank for Cooperatives (June 6, 1983) [hereinafter
cited as June Letter].
127 12 C.F.R. § 4900(a) (1983).
128 Id. at § 614.4900(b). 12 U.S.C. § 2128(e) (1983), forbids "financing speculative futures
transactions." This does not mean that all but perfect hedges are forbidden. Hedges in cur-
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in these types of transactions.
The banks' reporting policies must comply with the reporting laws
of the U.S. Treasury Department.1 29 The banks' guideline policies are to
include reporting procedures to insure proper management of trading
activities and detection of noncompliance with policy directives. 130 The
bank is required to have written policies describing the scope of author-
ized trading activity, delegation of authority, types of services offered,
trading limits, reporting requirements, and internal accounting con-
trols. 13 1 It is also required to establish limits for foreign exchange deliv-
ery for each eligible customer and to review the delivery exposure of each
individual customer. 132 The bank's personnel policies must include writ-
ten standards of conduct for those involved with foreign exchange activi-
ties, 133 and the banks are required to use their fiscal agency for foreign
exchange trading.134 A bank may sell foreign exchange through a com-
mercial bank without meeting most of the policy and procedural require-
ments under the regulations if it does not have foreign exchange risk.' 35
Central Bank policies and procedures allow it to purchase foreign ex-
change for its own account as needed to offset amounts payable in a
foreign currency. The bank will not, however, carry an inventory of for-
eign currency beyond the regulation requirements, except for minimum
deposits required for normal correspondent account relationships. 136
The anti-speculation clause of the amendments, and the language of
Section 3.7(a) (amended § 304), may preclude the operation of a regular
money desk in foreign exchange. Considerable freedom to operate in
Eurocurrency and Eurobond markets, as well as in regular foreign ex-
change markets, is necessary to operate effectively in world markets. The
foreign exchange market place is a complex, fluid, and efficient arena of
operation. A foreign exchange operation lends currency routinely in the
Euro-market when conversion is inappropriate. Strict compliance with
the amendments as passed, however, would call into question this activ-
rency are rarely perfect. CFTC regulations define hedging to include positions taken "where
they are economically appropriate to the reduction of risks in the conduct of a commercial
enterprise." See 17 C.F.R. §l.3(z)(l) (1981).
Most international financing transactions, however, require hedge positions that will not
match the repayment terms. Whether this type of hedge will be available to co-ops may depend
on which maturity positions constitute speculation. Also, it may become necessary to take for-
eign exchange positions that have nothing to do with individual transactions (e.g., to ensure
competitive pricing for exchange transactions). It is open to question whether a bank for coop-
eratives should be able to hedge like any other bank. See Memo, supra note 76, at D. Archer,
Meeting of the Committee 3 (Sept. 19, 1980); R. Ireton and B. Zimmer, Talking Paper, H.R.
7548 4 (Aug. 30, 1980).
129 12 C.F.R. § 614.4900(c) (1983).
130 Id. at § 614.4900(e).
131 Id. at § 614.4900(d).
132 Id. at § 614.4900(0.
133 Id. at § 6 14.4 900 (g).
14 Id. at § 614.4900(i).
135 Id. at § 614.49006).
136 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-13 (codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 614.4900, 615.5190 (1983)).
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ity. Neither do the amendments give clear authority to buy as a hedge
foreign obligations denominated in foreign currencies. They do, how-
ever, give authority to buy them only as an investment. Eurocurrency
markets are also an important source of funds, and a means to invest in
or generate major foreign currencies for trade transactions. 13 7
5. Substantial Benefits
The regulations state, as do the amendments, that an eligible coop-
erative must "substantially benefit" as a result of the loan, commitment,
or assistance given for facilitating the eligible co-op's export or import
operations.' 38 There is no indication from the statute or the regulations
whether the benefit must be direct. According to the Central Bank, the
"substantial benefits" test has greater application when the loan is for the
purchase or lease of a fixed asset. The Central Bank sees no problem
with the test, and maintains that the assumption will be that the co-op
will receive some benefit from most activities. Apparently, the nature of
the transaction itself implies this assumption. The Central Bank will
monitor the co-ops to make certain that there is a "substantial benefit,"
but there will be no definite rules concerning the test. 139 Central Bank
policies and procedures state that the "substantial benefits" test will con-
sider both ownership percentage and usage by the eligible cooperative as
a percentage of the borrowing entity's business volume. 140  "Eligible
third party," for the purposes of extending financial or other assistance, is
defined as "a domestic or foreign party with respect to its transactions
with an eligible cooperative or in which an eligible cooperative has at
least a minimum ownership interest . . . wherein the eligible cooperative
substantially benefits as a result of such loan commitment or
assistance."1 41
137 See supra note 76, at B. Zimmer, The Limitations of H.R. 7548 on Foreign Exchange in
Participation in the Eurocurrency Markets 1-3 (Aug. 28, 1980). Mr. Zimmer also called contin-
uing Eurocurrency market participants "winners," because of their continuing real application
of foreign currency to actual business. He also distinguished between hedging in foreign ex-
change (where all contracts are delivered and there are no "losers") and hedging in commodities
where the reverse is true. Id. at 4. Mr. Zimmer did not believe an FCA regulation, 5140, which
would allow the FCS "investment instruments to support its financial operations, to manage its
liquidity portfolios, and to invest its excess funds," was sufficient. He thought the actions of a
cooperative bank in placing funds abroad on behalf of its customers seeking to maximize the use
of those funds seemed far removed from the purposes of 5140. Nevertheless, even though the
specific authority for banks for cooperatives to buy and sell drafts, checks, loans, acceptances,
accounts, currencies, or obligations payable in recognized currencies was eliminated from the
house bill, see H.R. 4782, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. § 301(c)Qiii) (1980), an FCA committee agreed
that this type of investment in Eurocurrency bonds could be allowed under the investment
authority of the Act. Memo, supra note 76, at D. Archer, Meeting of the Committee 4 (Sept. 19,
1980). See 12 U.S.C. § 2122(13)(C) (1983).
138 See 12 C.F.R. § 614.4120 (1982).
139 March Interview, supra note 41. Apparently, the time frame is also important for deter-
mining whether the substantial benefits test is met. Determinations will probably be made on a
case-by-case basis. Id.
140 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-1, FCA Reg. § 4120.
141 Id. at no. 4-2, FCA Regs. §§ 4700, 4354, 4210 (codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 614.4210 &
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6. Lending Limits
A district bank limits loans made to an individual borrower based
on the percentage of the net worth of the district bank; one borrower
may have only a restricted percentage of the bank's net worth outstand-
ing at any one time. 142 The percentage limitations for district banks are
set forth in the regulations. 143 Loans secured by notes must be current,
and must carry a full recourse endorsement or unconditional guarantee.
The loans must be supported by documents of credit reporting, certifica-
tion by a bank officer of financial responsibility, and other credit infor-
mation supporting the loan as being justified.' 44
The limits for the total system are based on the combined net worth
of all the thirteen banks for cooperatives; loans to an individual borrower
at any one time from one or more district banks and the Central Bank
cannot exceed the prescribed percentage limitations for the system,
which are the same as the prescribed percentage limitations for individ-
ual district banks. 145 Likewise, the Central Bank limits loans made to an
individual borrower based on the percentage of the net worth of the Cen-
tral Bank. The percentage limitations for the Central Bank are the same
as the prescribed percentage limitations for the district banks., 4 6 There
are also lending limits required for the purpose of purchasing participa-
tion in loans of another bank for cooperatives. 14 7
4700 (1983)). This definition seems to combine the two separate categories of eligible third
parties. One commentator suggested defining "minimum ownership interest" in the regulation,
however, the Farm Credit Board felt that the term was effectively addressed in the regulations.
46 Fed. Reg. 51,876 (1981).
142 12 C.F.R. § 614.4354(a) (1983). A suggestion to define "net worth" in the regulations
was not followed because the term has been defined in the FCA Uniform Chart and Descrip-
tions Account. 46 Fed. Reg. 51,877 (1982).
143 12 C.F.R. § 614.4354(a)(1) (1983). Term loans to any foreign and domestic parties who
are not eligible cooperatives cannot exceed 10% of the bank's net worth. The sum of all loans
made by the bank to any one borrower, pursuant to the lending power of the Amendments,
must not exceed 50% of the bank's net worth. The regulations also place limits on term loans to
eligible cooperatives (25%), lease loans (25%), standby letters of credit (35%), seasonal loans
(35%), foreign trade receivables (50%), bankers' acceptances (50%), and letters of credit (50%).
144 Id. at § 614.4354(a)(2). Policy and Procedure no. 4-6 defines secured loans. See MAN-
UAL,Supra note 102, at no. 4-6(3.0 FCA Regs. §§ 4140, 4150, 4220, 4260, 4261. One commenta-
tor on the regulations suggested that the banks for cooperatives be required to be responsible for
assuring presentation of proper documents. The suggestion was rejected because of the common
banking practice of structuring a letter of credit to be paid upon satisfaction of its terms and
conditions. Typically, the terms and conditions of documents direct payment upon presenta-
tion of those documents. Some problems may arise, however, because FCA regulations forbid
the banks to determine questions of fact or law involving the underlying transaction. See 46
Fed. Reg. 51,877 (1981). See also tnfra text accompanying notes 172-173.
145 12 C.F.R. § 614.4354(b) (1983). One commentator suggested limiting all third party
loans by the banks to 10% of net worth and limiting direct leases to eligible co-ops to 25% of net
worth. The suggestion was rejected as being too restrictive. 46 Fed. Reg. 55,086 (1981). See
supra note 143.
146 12 C.F.R. § 614.4354(c) (1983). See supra note 143.
147 12 C.F.R. § 614.4354(d) (1983). See also MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-15, FCA Reg.
§ 4120. The Central Bank is to cooperate and work with other sources of funding for interna-
tional trade to provide additional sources of funding and services. See id. no. 4-16, FCA Reg.
§ 4120.
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The regulations allow for setting interest rates individually, and for
changing interest rates either on a case-by-case basis or pursuant to a rate
plan. A rate plan, however, must be based on certain policies, objectives,
and guidelines. 148 Central Bank interest rates for international financing
are based on competitive commercial rates for comparable terms and
risks and may be fixed, floating, or variable. 149
Term loans may be hedged, 150 and may be utilized to finance eligi-
ble third parties. Term loans require both a loan agreement and docu-
ments that evidence the loan and set forth its terms and conditions.
Term loans must be denominated in a currency that eliminates foreign
exchange risk on repayment. The borrower's obligation must be guaran-
teed or insured against default unless the borrower has a high credit rat-
ing or a longstanding relationship with the co-op. There must be limits
on the financing to the foreign borrower when the co-op has less than a
majority interest in ownership, and each individual loan must have prior
approval by the FCA.' 15
7. International Fnancing Methods
To understand the financing regulations, it is useful to understand
the various transaction methods used in financing international agricul-
tural trade. The four methods of payment or financing in international
trade are as follows: 1) cash in advance, which is utilized when the buyer
is unknown or when there is uncertainty of payment; 2) open account,
which is utilized when the seller finances the buyer; 3) payment on a
collection basis, which requires the seller to forward documents, includ-
ing the draft, to the buyer through the buyer's overseas bank; and 4)
documentary letters of credit.1 52
A comprehensive survey of twenty-one major cooperative exporters
demonstrated that open accounts accounted for over one-half of the total
number of export transactions, payments on a collection basis accounted
148 12 C.F.R. § 614.4280 (1983).
149 MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-3, FCA Reg. § 4280.
150 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-8.
151 12 C.F.R. § 614.4280 (1983). Loan agreements must be pursuant to a credit analysis.
See MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-8, FCA Reg. § 4210. Credit may be extended by term loans
for capital improvements, fixed asset acquisition, specific project financing, etc. There are spe-
cific guidelines for amount, length of term repayment, and collateral. Term loans must make
use of available guarantee or insurance programs. Credit may be extended for more than 12
months for financing specific trade transactions under a U.S. Government agency guarantee or
insurance program. See id. at nos. 4-6, 4-8.
152 FINANCIAL SERVICES DEPT., CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
OF CHICAGO, COMMERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDIT, reprinted in ALI-ABA COMMITTEE ON CON-
TINUING EDUCATION, INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST: RESOURCE MATERI-
ALS 15-16 (1979) [hereinafter cited as INT'L. TRADE RESOURCE MATERIALS]. Collections are
effected by banks through correspondent banking channels. Report, supra note 6, at 4. The
banks for cooperatives can assist co-ops in importing and exporting on a collection basis by
helping with documents and drafts. See BANKS FOR COOPERATIVES, INTERNATIONAL BANKING
SERVICES (a brochure on offered services under the new amendments) [hereinafter cited as
BROCHURE].
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for over one-third; and letters of credit accounted for approximately one-
fifth. 153
The banks for cooperatives are authorized to finance the following
foreign trade receivables on behalf of eligible cooperatives: 1) advances
against collections of monies pursuant to the transaction; 2) trade accept-
ances, which are drafts in which the buyer acknowledges responsibility to
pay; 3) loans to a factor when another party handles the exporter's ac-
counts, taking full title to the exporter's accounts receivable, thereby re-
lieving the exporter of the risk and facilitating sales; and 4) open
account. 1
54
Foreign trade receivable financing programs through the banks for
cooperatives are allowed. In these programs, parties pledge collections
and borrow on them up to a stated maximum percentage of the total
amount of receivables pledged at any one time.155 The Central Bank for
Cooperatives may make loans to finance advances against collections or
trade acceptances, or may purchase trade receivables of eligible co-ops
for its own account. It may also purchase or advance against specific
collections of payables of eligible cooperatives if the co-op will benefit
substantially.' 56 The banks for cooperatives may discount or rediscount
notes, drafts, acceptances, and other negotiable paper at approved
rates. 157 The banks may also rediscount with other purchasers the ac-
ceptances they have created. 158
8. Banker's Acceptances
Under the new regulations the lending limits apply to banker's ac-
ceptances. Banks for cooperatives can purchase participation in dis-
counted acceptances of other banks in the system, hold their own
153 Report, supra note 6 at 8.
154 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(a) (1983).
155 Id. at § 416.4700(e).
156 MANUAL, SUpra note 102, at no. 4-9, FCA Reg. § 4700 (codified at 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700
(1983)).
157 12 C.F.R. § 614.4281 (1983). Reasonable fees and charges may be made for loans and
services. Id. at § 614.4300.
158 Id. at § 615.5550. An acceptance is a promise made by the drawee of a draft or bill of
exchange that the instrument will be honored at maturity. The draft or bill is merely an order
by the drawer to the drawee. No rights are created unless the drawee acknowledges his obliga-
tion to the drawer. An instrument acknowledged by the drawee is described as an "acceptance"
and is fully negotiable. When the drawee is a merchant, the instrument is known as a "trade
acceptance;" when the drawee is a bank, the instrument is known as a "bank acceptance" or
"banker's acceptance." W. WARD & H. HARFIELD, BANK CREDITS AND ACCEPTANCES, 118
(1974). A bankers' acceptance is a short-term financing tool that has several uses and benefits.
An acceptance credit (time draft) is frequently cheaper than a sight draft credit. The buyer's
engagement of the bank is to pay upon maturity of the acceptance. No money changes hands at
the time the seller delivers the merchandise, but the seller has the commitment of the bank to
pay. There is a market for such paper and the seller can therefore obtain actual money by
selling (discounting) the acceptance. Id. at 222. A discounting bank can rely on the acceptor's
credit but the seller remains liable on the bill as maker. Lowenfield & Ehrlich, The Letter of
Credit Transaction, in 2 INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE TRADE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW
§ 5.22(d) (A. Lowenfield ed. 1975).
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acceptance or discount bills and drafts, or sell participation to investors.
In selling participation to investors, the co-op receives financing under
the draft and, in effect, enters a market similar to the commercial paper
market by using the bank's name. Investors are usually willing to buy
the drafts because the drafts carry the obligation of the bank to pay at
maturity. At maturity the bank pays the investor, and the co-op pays the
bank the amount equal to the face amount of the draft.1 59
The fiscal agency is authorized to accept drafts or bills of exchange
drawn upon banks for cooperatives. t 60 According to the regulations,
banker's acceptances must not have maturities of more than 180 days,
and must be derived from international trade transactions or domestic
shipment or storage of agricultural commodities, farm supplies, or
aquatic products involving eligible co-ops. The transactions must in-
volve at least $100,000 in amount. 16 1
Banks for cooperatives may want to create banker's acceptances for
three reasons: 1) to provide liquidity to the bank's loan portfolio;' 62 2) to
meet the competition from commercial banks by providing cheaper
financing; and 3) to facilitate export-import trade financing. Banker's
acceptances are a universally desired instrument because of their credit
worthiness, their appropriateness for hedging, and their flexibility and
liquidity. 163
Eligibility for borrowing is determined by reference to the party
that benefits from the acceptance. If, for example, a U.S. co-op benefit-
ted from an acceptance but was not the maker of the acceptance, it
would still be the eligible borrower. At the point when the bank for
cooperatives sells the acceptance, the acceptance is no longer a loan to
the co-op, but is an investment by the bank.'64
159 See BROCHURE, supra note 152. The bank must determine if it is willing to undertake
the credit exposure risk of obligating itself to pay at a future date. It may, however, discount
the note and sell it. See CENTRAL BANK FOR COOPERATIVES, BANKERS' ACCEPTANCES, INTER-
NATIONAL SERVICES MANUAL, proc. nos. BA-5, BA-6 (1981) [hereinafter cited as INT'L SER.
MANUAL].
160 12 C.F.R. § 614.4710 (1983). Acceptance financing must be within approved limits.
See INT'L. SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, proc. no. BA-4.
161 MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-10; FCA Regs. §§ 4710, 5550.
162 The resale of acceptances on the money market is a source of funds. The market for
bankers' acceptances is an over-the-counter market made by perhaps ten to fifteen New York
dealers. The Federal Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve Bank has established
rules and guidelines for drafts it will buy. See INT'L SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at proc. no.
BA-3; Cacy, Is the Federal Reserve Htting Its Money Supply Targets, Monthly Review 3 (Feb. 1976).
163 Memo, supra note 76, at B. Zimmer, Del Banner's Request for Justification for Creation
of Bankers' Acceptances by the BC's (Sept. 15, 1980).
164 Memo, supra note 76, at D. Archer, Meeting of Committee to Review Differences be-
tween House and Senate Versions of Amendments to the 1971 Act I (Sept. 19, 1980). See 12
U.S.C. §§ 82, 84 (1982) and 12 C.F.R. §§ 7.7420, 7.1510, 7.1530, 7.1550 (1983) for the limits on
national banks regarding acceptances. The determination of eligibility for purchase by the
Open Market Committee is based on 12 U.S.C. §§ 372, 373 (1982) and a series of regulations
and interpretive rulings. Memo, supra note 76, at B. Zimmer, Legal Constraint on the Creation,
Purchase, and Sale of Acceptances by National Banks 1-2 (July 28, 1980).
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9. Letters of Credit 165
The banks for cooperatives are authorized to issue, advise, or con-
firm import or export letters of credit, to or on behalf of, their customers
in accordance with the Uniform Commercial Code 66 or the Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits of the International
Chamber of Commerce. 167 The Central Bank may issue or confirm let-
ters of credit to, or on behalf of, either domestic and foreign parties and
cooperatives or district banks.' 6 The regulations require that the letter
of credit contain the following: an identification as a letter of credit; a
specific expiration date; a sum certain; a named customer with a quali-
fied obligation to reimburse the bank for letter of credit payments; a
term stating that the letter of credit is irrevocable; 69 and a term stating
the appropriate fees for services.' 70 Letter of credit transactions must
also be in compliance with the Export Administration Regulations, and
Treasury Department Guidelines regarding restrictive trade practices or
boycotts. 171
It is the bank for cooperative's obligation to examine documents
against the terms of the letter of credit, and if there is compliance, to pay
the beneficiary and collect funds from the customer.' 72 The regulations
require, however, that a bank's obligation arise only upon fulfillment of
certain conditions. The bank, for instance, must not be called upon to
determine questions of fact or law at issue between the account party
and the beneficiary. It is unclear whether this means that the bank will
require strict compliance with the terms of the letter of credit in all
165 A letter of credit is a legal arrangement whereby an issuing bank undertakes either
revocably or irrevocably to reimburse or cause to be reimbursed a third-party beneficiary in
accordance with instructions from its customer. INT. TRADE RESOURCE MATERIALS, supra note
152, at 17. A documentary letter of credit will usually cover the importation of merchandise.
When issued by the Central Bank, the bank is obligated to pay on behalf of the borrowing co-
op, based on the terms dictated by the co-op in the application. INT'L. SER. MANUAL, supra
note 159, at proc. no. I(l).
166 U.C.C. § 5-101 (1972).
167 The same rules apply to international and domestic letters of credit except where state
laws are considered applicable. See MANUAL, supra note 102, no. 4-11 (codified at 12 C.F.R.
§§ 614.4720-.4810). Most letters of credit are expressly made subject to the Uniform Customs and
Practice of Documentary Credits, INT'L. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BROCHURE No. 290 (1974).
Bishop & Reynolds, An Export Primaer: Legal Aspects of Exporting from the United States, 2 Hous. J.
INT'L. LAW 333, 341 (1980).
168 See MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4. See also INT'L. SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at
proc. no. E(I). The banks require reimbursement for occasional out-of-pocket costs. See id.
proc. no. M(9).
169 Once an irrevocable letter of credit has been issued, its terms and conditions may be
changed only by amendment agreed upon by all parties. See Letters of Credit, INT'L. SER.
MANUAL, supra note 159, at proc. no. 1(2).
170 12 C.F.R. § 614.4720 (1983).
171 INT'L SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at proc. no. E(6). These regulations require com-
pliance with specified boycott restrictions. Hence, the banks for cooperatives must be responsi-
ble for detecting prohibited boycott requests. Reports of such requests must be filed with the
U.S. Treasury Department. Id.
172 See id. at proc. no. 1(3).
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cases. 1
73
The payment arrangements under a letter of credit are similar to
those used with payment on a collection basis. In both cases, the seller
obtains payment for the merchandise by presenting documents that in-
clude proof of shipping documents and the draft for the amount of sale.
The documents in the payment by collection case, however, represent the
liability of the buyer to the seller alone, while the letter of credit obligates
the issuing bank to pay either the seller or any legitimate holder of the
documents upon presentation of the documents. By issuing the letter,
the bank adds its undertaking of payment to the transaction and gives
assurance to both the seller and the buyer.174
The banks for cooperatives are authorized to issue standby letters of
credit for financing that represent an obligation to the beneficiary on the
part of the issuer to repay money borrowed by, advanced to, or for the
account of the account party, to make payment on account of any in-
debtedness undertaken by the account party, or to make payment on
account of any default by the account party in performance of an obliga-
tion. 175 A standby letter of credit represents a bank's commitment to
pay if an event such as failure of performance occurs. The documents
must certify that the event did occur. 176 The standby letter of credit
serves as an assurance that the applicant will fulfill the obligations under
a contract, and the beneficiary draws under the standby letter of credit
only when the applicant fails to meet his obligations. 177
To reduce credit and political risks associated with foreign trade
receivable financing, the banks for cooperatives must avail themselves of
173 For cases dealing with fraud in the documents (or nonconformance or falsity of docu-
ments) and the bank's duty or interest in guarding against breach of warranty for quality (non-
conformance) see Maurice O'Meara Co. v. National Bank of New York, 146 N.E. 636 (Ct. App.
1925), and Sztejn v. J. Henry Schroder Banking Corp., 31 N.Y.S.2d 631 (1941). Generally,
compliance with the terms of a letter of credit means strict compliance, and a bank is not bound
to honor drafts presented to it unless those drafts, with the accompanying documents, are in
strict accord with the credit as opened. See, e.g., R.H. Rayner and Company, Ltd. v. Hambro's
Bank Ltd., I K.B. 36 (1943). But see Dixon, Iramcs & Cia. Ltd. v. Chase National Bank of New
York, 144 F.2d 759 (2d Cir. 1944), where deviations were allowed on the basis of custom and
usage when the deviation was immaterial (or a slight inconvenience), or there was no real dis-
tinction between methods.
174 INT'L. TRADE RESOURCE MATERIALS, supra note 152, at 17. Banks for cooperatives
will issue "back-to-back" and revolving letters of credit. They will also issue letters of credit in
foreign currency. See INT'L. SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at proc. no. M(5), M(6), M(8). The
Central Bank will issue deferred payment and "red clause" letters of credit. A "red clause"
letter enables the seller to receive an advance from the advising bank to purchase goods or raw
materials. Id. at proc. no. E(5), I(5).
175 12 C.F.R. § 614.4810 (1983). See also MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-11.
176 INT'L SERV. MANUAL,supra note 159, at proc. no. S(1). Some standby letters of credit
are renewed automatically on expiration date (this is called an "evergreen clause"). This type
of letter of credit is used for transactions of more than a year in length when a bank would not
be willing to issue an ordinary letter of credit. The banks for cooperatives will issue these. Id. at
proc. no. S(2).
177 INT'L TRADE RESOURCES MATERIALS, supra note 152, at 49. Standby letters of credit
are used primarily to assure payment on open account sales, to assure performance on a con-
tract, or to assure payment of funds borrowed. Id. at 50.
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guarantee and assurance programs, and of plans available in the United
States and other countries, such as those offered by the Foreign Credit
Insurance Association and the Export-Import Bank of the United
States.1
78
10. Other Aspects of Fnancing
Banks for cooperatives can lend credit, indemnify, or otherwise be-
come a guarantor to a domestic or foreign trade partner or another eligi-
ble cooperative if the eligible cooperative substantially benefits from the
performance in the transaction involved. The agreement must specify a
maximum monetary liability. Guarantees can be secured or unsecured
and can be for nonpayment of taxes, rentals, cost of transport, customs
duties, loss, or non-conformance of shipping documents. 179
C. Logistics
The Farm Credit Administration has expressed concern about the
banks for cooperatives' lack of expertise and lack of experience in export-
import financing. It initially sought to have a central authority for most
functions and operations. It will be at least three years before the district
banks will be able to operate in the areas of letters of credit, foreign cor-
respondent banking, and credit availability to eligible third parties. In
the meantime, the Central Bank will handle all the third party loans and
the district banks will handle most of the loans made directly to eligible
cooperatives. The Central Bank will be the umbrella under which all of
the international activities of the banks for cooperatives will be trans-
acted, providing coordination and assistance when they do not have pri-
mary responsibility. 18)
178 12 C.F.R. § 614.4700(b) (1983). Exceptions for the requirement may be made for bor-
rowers with high credit ratings or with long-standing business relationships with eligible co-ops.
Id. One commentator on the regulations suggested identifying some of the guarantee or insur-
ance plans to be used, 46 Fed. Reg. 51,376 (1981). This suggestion was followed in part.
Others, such as the World Bank, Overseas Private Investment Corporation, and the U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture's various programs (CCC,GSM, Pub. L. 480), not mentioned in the regulations,
are mentioned in policies and procedures. See MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 46(3.E). Guaran-
tees also include credit extended under a prime commercial bank, confirmation, endorsement,
or standby letters of credit. See id.
179 12 C.F.R. § 614.4800 (1983). The loan commitment must be approved before the bank
becomes a party to the guarantee or suretyship. Id; MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-12. Do-
mestic guarantees and contracts of suretyship must be in accordance with state law. Interna-
tional guarantee contracts must be in accordance with the Uniform Rules for Contract
Guarantees of the International Chamber of Commerce. Id. The Central Bank may also issue
bills of lading guarantees. See INT'L SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at proc. no. M(4).
180 March Interview, supra note 41. This policy is based on informal FCA policy. Ever
since this paper's initial completion in August, 1982, and for a considerable time thereafter, the
banks for cooperatives have talked about the passage of a three year period before the district
banks will be able to engage in expanded international activities. Presumably, the actual date
for full district bank involvement is rather indefinite. Nevertheless, the Central Bank claims
that all the district banks have progressed in the area of international services, including in-
volvement in the International Services Committee, joint calling efforts on cooperatives with
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The Central Bank has the technical expertise for providing interna-
tional services; most district banks do not.18 ' The Central Bank will
always handle country risk analysis either directly or through consul-
tants. The Central Bank will also handle most of the necessary docu-
mentation. Even though the Central Bank has had an International
Services Committee for about three and one-half years, it has had formal
policies and procedures for only a few months.182 Actual experience in
implementing the amendments, therefore, is lacking.
According to the Central Bank, the real focus of international trade
activities will be through correspondent banks working with foreign
banks, not through buyers and sellers.' 83 The law, however, will not
allow the Central Bank to become a trader in foreign exchange.'8 4
An International Departmental Practices Manual is to be adopted
for the presentation and approval of all credit extended to eligible third
parties.'8 5 Each credit approval request must be supported by a deter-
mination of borrower eligibility, proper documentation, and an analysis
of the risks to the Central Bank. 18 6
In keeping with accepted banking standards for international trade,
the Central Bank staff must endeavor to find suitable credit bases to ex-
tend direct loans to domestic and foreign parties. 18 7 A loan committee
actually makes decisions on what constitutes a suitable credit basis. A
loan account officer reports to the committee and explains eligibility,
reputation, and country risk.' 8 The loan committee must ensure that
appropriate provisions for loan servicing are in place for each loan
account. 1
89
Financial statements must support all loans and commitments. 190
Regular monthly reports to the board of directors of the bank must be
made for all new direct loans, significant deviations from the board-ap-
Central Bank officers, and training and educational programs for bank staff involved in market-
ing and processing of transactions. June Letter, supra note 126.
181 March Interview, supra note 41. The Sacramento Bank for Cooperatives has a director
of export marketing service activities (V.P., International Services) who has been employed
since November, 1981. At this writing, it is the only bank for cooperatives that has progressed
that far.
182 Id.
183 Id. The Central Bank says there will be some direct financing of foreign exporters and
importers.
184 Id. The Central Bank will probably keep only small balances of various currencies in
bank accounts. It will hold large amounts only for the brief time money is actually passing
between parties as part of the transaction.
185 Ste MANUAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-6(5A). The loan committee is to be responsible
for all appropriate standards. Id. at no. 4-6(5B). Credit services are to be provided in accord-
ance with the International Services Business Plan. Id. at no. 4-1.
186 Id. at no. 4-6(5D).
187 Id. at no. 4-6(l). The International Services Department is required to be knowledgea-
ble, maintain expertise, and develop and maintain standards for credit and security. Id.
18 Id. at no. 4-6(2).
189 Id. at no. 4-18 (FCA Reg. § 4510). Plans must be established for each "problem ac-
count loan". Id.
190 Id. at no. 4-19.
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proved financial plan, and credit extended for each foreign country. 19
The maturity distribution, by currency, of foreign currency assets, liabili-
ties, and foreign exchange contracts, as well as the individual and total
value of outstanding foreign exchange with each individual country,
must be reported daily to the senior vice president and manager of the
International Services Department.192
Although the Central Bank will do most of the background work on
loans and other methods of financing, the district banks are to be the
providers of services in most cases, and most loans will be made through
them. 93 Promotion for the new services provided under the interna-
tional trade financing amendments has been done mostly by the Central
Bank, although some has been done by the district banks alone or jointly
with the Central Bank. Most promotion has been done on a one-on-one
basis with proven export cooperatives, and some seminars have been
held. Basically, the banks for cooperatives are attempting to identify spe-
cific international transactions where there is a role for them to play.
The banks are not yet in a position to make an all out effort at promotion
because they are not physically prepared to handle a large number of
borrowers. ' 94
One problem not addressed by the statute or regulation policies and
procedures, is the considerable amount of legal work that will be re-
quired as the international services of the banks for cooperatives develop.
Although much law exists in many of the areas addressed by the statutes
and regulations, considerable legal work will be necessary to assure
proper documentation, and to solve problems arising from making and
collecting loans in the international arena.' 95
III. Effects of the law
All U.S. commercial banks that are active internationally utilize for-
eign branches, Edge Act Corporations, and Bank Holding Company in-
vestment vehicles. These "banks" are capable of providing the full range
of about fifty international services. 196 In the new legislation, the banks
for cooperatives sought only twenty-eight of these services, and some only
191 Id. at no. 4-3(1).
192 Id. at 4-13(2B), (2C).
193 March Interview, supra note 41. The Central Bank will give assistance in providing
services, including technical services to enhance engagement in international trade. See MAN-
UAL, supra note 102, at no. 4-1. The district banks are responsible for the origination of all
letters of credit in their servicing area. The Central Bank is to provide assistance as needed. See
INT'L SER. MANUAL, supra note 159, at Suggested District Bank Desk Procedures/Guidelines for
Issuing Import L/C's for Cooperative, Exhibits B and E. The Central Bank is responsible for
marketing international noncooperative acceptances to third parties. The district banks are
responsible for marketing these services through eligible co-ops in their servicing areas, however.
Id. at Exhibit C.
194 March Interview, supra note 41.
195 See Report, supra note 6, at 54.
196 Memo, supra note 76, at J. Zwick, The Objective of the BC Export Finance Legislation
and the Relationship Between the Sought-After Authorities and Commercial Banks' Interna-
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in limited form. 9 7 According to the FCA, the international banking as-
pirations of the Farm Credit System are quite limited. Their aspirations
relate exclusively to the trade financing requirements of cooperative
members. Thus, commercial banks will continue to enjoy far greater lat-
itude in the conduct of international finance than the banks for coopera-
tives. It is even envisioned that much of the contemplated cooperative
activity will be conducted in concert with commercial banks. This could
occur when the banks for cooperatives could not legally participate in
activities, such as underwriting of Eurocurrency loans, portfolio manage-
ment, brokering, making loans to foreign governments, or providing de-
pository facilities. 198 In congressional hearings, the president of the
Central Bank reaffirmed this notion saying, "We would, in large meas-
ure, use the facilities of commercial banks in implementation."' 199
Although the new business for cooperatives may enhance opportuni-
ties in international banking for commercial banks, each banking service
to be provided by the banks for cooperatives is already provided by com-
mercial banks and related entities.200 Eventually, the commercial banks
will lose some old business. Yet, in the provision of domestic credit re-
quired by agricultural co-ops, the commercial banks have worked in
partnership with the banks for cooperatives. The banks for cooperatives
have even relied on the commercial banks for credit analysis and loan
decisions. 20
The President of Bankers Trust Company of New York stated that
commercial banks could benefit in three ways from the expansion of agri-
cultural trade that will result from the banks for cooperatives helping
new exporters and entering new markets: 1) commercial banks will par-
ticipate in a larger pool of funds as depository banks; 2) commercial
banks will be asked to participate in cooperative loans; and 3) commer-
cial banks will still play a major role in transactional activities because of
their network of foreign branches and affiliates. 20 2
Despite past relations with commercial banks, the banks for cooper-
atives envision a "system facility representing or controlling thousands of
transactions and commanding far more attention and effectiveness of
service than can any single borrower. '20 3 Their 1976 report stated that it
would be "advantageous to establish relationships with the international
tional Financing Operations 1 (Apr. 3, 1980). The 1976 Report also listed commercial bank
activities. Report, supra note 6, at 22-27.
197 Memo, supra note 76, at J. Zwick. Another FCA memo listed only 25 "specific services"
sought by the banks for cooperatives in the original bills. See Id. at The International Banking
Authorities Sought by the Banks for Cooperatives: Rationale and Form of Usage.
198 Id. at 2.
199 1979 Senate Hearngs, supra note 75, at 26 (statement of Malcolm Harding).
200 See Memo, supra note 76, at The International Banking Authorities Sought by the
Banks for Cooperatives: Rationale and Form of Usage.
201 Id. at B. Zimmer, Response to Legislative Question 1-2 (July 7, 1980).
202 John Hannon, Speech to Banks for Cooperatives (Mar. 6, 1980).
203 See Report, supra note 6, at 41.
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departments of one or two major domestic banks," and that the use of
them will be restricted to a "relatively few special needs."'20 4 It also
stated, "Direct correspondent relationships with U.S. offices or affiliates
of foreign banks hold much greater significance.
2 0 5
Farm Credit System supporters raise three issues concerning compe-
tition among commercial banks and banks for cooperatives: 1) whether
commercial banks are helpful in maximizing farm profits by encouraging
direct export sales; 2) whether agricultural exports are being funneled
through the large private international firms because of their access to
good financing from U.S. and foreign money center banks; and 3)
whether commercial banks are providing cooperatives with the necessary
financial services to facilitate their export sales.
20 6
It is the goal of the new Farm Credit Act Amendments to move
cooperative ownership and control of agricultural commodities further
along in the marketing channels leading from U.S. farms to foreign
users.207 The amendments, however, do place certain restrictions on the
banks for cooperatives in lending and other activities. The FCA states
that the projected financing authorized by the new provisions is not great
because the banks can only lend to a cooperative's customers or to the
cooperatives themselves.20 8 The FCA also states that the investment and
lending powers of the banks for cooperatives are not as great as those
that the commercial bank holding companies enjoy, and are far less ex-
pansive than those sought by commercial banks under a variety of pend-
ing bills associated with integrated export trading companies.
209
Concern about commercial banks attracting larger cooperatives
204 Id.
205 Id.
206 Memo, supra note 76, at B. Zimmer, Response to Legislative Question 3 (July 7, 1980).
207 Id.
208 Id. at B. Zimmer, Response to the Amendment and Remarks Offered by Congress-
woman Heckler of Massachusetts 5. Large money center commercial banks continue to draw
hundreds of billions of dollars to support international project financing and loans to the.high-
risk, less developed countries. The total U.S. Farm Credit System has only drawn some $60
billion. Id.
209 Id. at 1-2; see, .g., The Export Trading Company Act of 1980, S. 2718, 96th Cong., 2d
Sess. (1980). Since the original completion of this article, Congress has passed the Export Trad-
ing Company Act of 1982, which basically gives export trading companies greater access to
financial resources and marketing information with which to export U.S. goods and services, by
enabling certain banking organizations (bank holding companies, bankers' banks, Edge Act
corporations, and agreement corporations that are subsidiaries of bank holding companies) to
invest a limited proportion of their capital and surplus in export trading companies, and to lend
to these companies for the purposes of financing exports. These new associations, formed for the
purpose of exporting services, will also enjoy exemption from U.S. antitrust legislation under the
Webb-Pomerene Act. See 96 Stat. 1233 (1982), 15 U.S.C. §§ 4001-4003 (1983). Before this new
legislation, commercial banks were prohibited from acquiring for their own account "any shares
of stock of any corporation." The Export Trading Company Act of 1980, S. 2718, 96th Cong.,
2d Sess. 288 (citing The Glass-Steagall Act (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 24 (1982))). Certain owner-
ship activity by bank holding companies was also prohibited. The Bank Holding Company Act
of 1956 (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 1843(a) (1982)). See also, e.g., 12 U.S.C. § 1843(c) (1982). Edge
Act corporations were also prohibited from making certain investments. The Export Trading
Company Act of 1980 at 287-288 (citing 12 U.S.C. § 615(a), (c) (1982)).
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was, perhaps, a motivating reason behind the introduction of the 1980
amendments. The 1976 Report states that the banks for cooperatives
have "seen a few instances in which important borrowers arranged lines
of credit with major commercial banks solely or primarily to obtain bet-
ter access to those banks' international activities. 210 The banks for co-
operatives wanted to strengthen district banks' relationships with present
borrowers and create or enhance opportunities for additional financing,
but deny a possible "toehold" to commercial banks. 21 1
The Central Bank states that it will be cost-competitive with com-
mercial banks, but it does not expect to corner all of the export servicing
market for cooperatives. 2 12 It believes, however, that it is reasonable to
expect a significant percentage of this activity to accrue to the bank's
new international department. 21 3
According to the FCA, cooperatives do not foresee the new authori-
ties as having an immediate effect on agricultural export levels. Rather,
they believe that knowledge of access to international financing by
farmer cooperative-owned banks will allow them more flexibility to ne-
gotiate future export arrangements with foreign buyers. 2 14 As coopera-
tives are able to provide alternative financing arrangements, perhaps
there will be a gradual increase in demand for cooperative agricultural
exports.
IV. Conclusion
Although the Farm Credit Act Amendments of 1980 may eventually
have a profound effect on the export and import of agricultural com-
modities in this country, particularly by cooperatives, it will be quite
some time before a determination can be made as to the magnitude of
that effect.
First, the banks for cooperatives, the Central Bank, and especially
the district banks are just now getting their feet wet. This area of financ-
ing is not something to move into with blinders on. It will take time for
the banks for cooperatives to be able to offer the kind of service, exper-
tise, contacts, and efficiency that the large international commercial
banks can offer. In fact, under the present legislation, the banks for co-
operatives will never be able to offer the complete range of services that
commercial banks can offer. Second, in recent years, many cooperatives
expanded their export capabilities and built up relationships with com-
mercial banks, or found other satisfactory ways to market their export
commodities. These relationships and export techniques will not be dis-
carded hastily. Cooperatives will probably not rush to their primary do-
210 Report, supra note 6, at 90-91.
211 Id.
212 March Interview, supra note 41.
213 Report, supra note 6, at 49.
214 Memo, supra note 76, at Response to the Amendment and Remarks Offered by Con-
gresswoman Heckler of Massachusetts 5.
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mestic lender for assistance under the new authority. The process of
change-over, if it ever occurs in large numbers, will probably take several
years. Certainly, some cooperatives, especially those new to the export
scene and the smaller exporters, will turn immediately to the banks for
cooperatives. Some veteran exporters will doubtless do likewise. It seems
likely, however, that most of the old hands will do so, if at all, only after
carefully weighing all of the options.
Finally, the future for international financing by the banks for coop-
eratives, and the future for cooperative exporting, probably lies with the
new markets, which are the less developed countries. As the less devel-
oped countries and some of the developed countries begin turning to
more government control of their trading activities, as tender offers be-
come more prevalent, and as more long-term commodity agreements are
used, cooperatives which find themselves losing out in the competitive
market to the large multinational or private firms will turn more and
more to the cooperative financial support that that they can receive
under the programs now available through the banks for cooperatives.
Certainly, the new amendments provide an important alternative to
commercial bank financing of international transactions for all eligible
cooperatives and their trading partners. The amendments, however, are
probably not the immediate answer to furthering significantly the agri-
cultural exports of this country, at least not by themselves. It is hoped,
however, that over the next few years, they will prove to be a part of the
answer.

